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Abstract 
CONNECT OR PROTECT: THE IMPACT OF GHOSTING ON  
POTENTIAL PARTNER PERCEPTION AND PURSUIT 
by 
MAUREEN A. COYLE 
Advisor: Dr. Cheryl Carmichael, PhD 
As an increasing number of individuals seek meaningful connections in online 
dating, it is important to understand how online dating users’ perceptions and behaviors 
vary because of contact being terminated with them without warning (i.e., being 
ghosted) and their regulatory focus. Research on how being ghosted affects users’ 
expectations and pursuit of potential partners is limited, despite ghosting being a 
pervasive online dating experience. Also, the role of users’ motivational systems of goal 
pursuit, namely regulatory focus (promotion focus: motive to affiliate/connect with 
others, prevention focus: motive to avoid rejection/protect the self), on users’ 
expectations and pursuit of potential partners on online dating platforms (ODPs) has yet 
to be explored in this context. 
To address these gaps in the literature, I conducted one online non-experimental 
survey (Study 1) and two online experiments (Studies 2 and 3). In all three studies, 
regulatory focus was measured in terms of chronic regulatory focus with the Regulatory 
Focus Questionnaire (RFQ; Higgins et al. 2001) and relationship regulatory focus with 
the Regulatory Focus in Relationships Scale (Winterheld & Simpson, 2011). In Study 1, 
145 users (81 men, 63 women, 1 non-binary) reported on their regulatory focus before 
indicating their anticipated connection success and change to potential partner pursuit 
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after a variety of hypothetical ghosting experiences. Anticipated connection success and 
pursuit of partners decreased for being ghosted following an in-person date (with or 
without sex) relative to being ghosted following messaging on the ODP. Also, both 
chronic and relationship promotion focus were positively associated with anticipated 
connection success and relationship prevention focus was negatively associated with 
pursuit in potential partners after imagining being ghosted.  
In Study 2, 178 users (121 men, 54 women, 1 non-binary, 1 gender fluid) 
completed the regulatory focus measures used in Study 1 before imagining being 
ghosted or mutually terminating contact with a potential partner. A moderated mediation 
model was predicted. Specifically, it was expected that, within the ghosting condition, 
those relatively high (versus low) in promotion focus would have higher anticipated and 
importance of connection success, leading to more potential partner pursuit. It was also 
expected that those relatively high (versus low) in prevention focus would have lower 
anticipated and importance of connection success, leading to less potential partner 
pursuit. The predicted model was partially supported such that, after imagining being 
ghosted, those high in relationship prevention focus rated finding meaningful 
connections as less important, leading to less desire for partner pursuit. However, 
regardless of condition, those high (versus low) in relationship promotion focus had 
higher anticipated and importance of connection success, leading to more desire for 
partner pursuit.  
In Study 3, regulatory focus was not only measured, but manipulated by inducing 
participants into a promotion focus (i.e., listing ways to achieve online dating goals) or 
prevention focus (i.e., listing ways to avoid failure in online dating goals) after imagining 
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being ghosted or mutually terminating contact with a potential partner. There were 162 
users (91 men, 69 women, 2 non-binary) who completed the study. The association 
between regulatory focus induction and anticipated connection success only 
approached significance, but higher anticipated connection success was associated 
with more desire to pursue potential partners.  
These results extend findings on how regulatory focus impacts relationship 
processes to the context of ghosting on online dating platforms. Studies 2 and 3 are 
also some of the first studies to test the causal link between being ghosted and online 
daters’ desire to pursue potential partners. The results suggest that people’s motives 
may alter the way that they respond to being ghosted, and how they continue to engage 
in online dating for potential partner pursuit. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
Forming and sustaining relationships is a fundamental human need (Baumeister 
& Leary, 1995) and there are emotional and behavioral consequences when that need 
is unfulfilled (e.g., Williams, 2007; 2009). In other words, individuals not only desire to 
maintain social connections, but to avoid social isolation. One platform for pursuing 
social connections is online dating, which has become the most common way for 
Americans to meet a romantic partner (Rosenfeld, 2018). Relative to offline dating, 
online dating platforms (ODPs) provide more accessibility and control over potential 
partner choices (Quiroz, 2013). As potential partner selections and interactions occur 
within ODPs, individuals who use these platforms (hereafter referred to as users) face 
the possibility of being rejected by their online-initiated connections.  
In online dating, users can engage in ghosting, a common unilateral relationship 
dissolution strategy whereby a ghosting initiator ceases contact with a ghosting recipient 
without warning or clarification as to why communication is being discontinued. 
Ghosting can occur at any relationship stage, ranging from users who have only 
interacted on the ODP for several days to users who are exclusively dating. Although 
people have always been able to terminate relationships through unexplained 
withdrawal and avoidance of contact (Baxter, 1982), ODPs may facilitate ghosting 
because of the ease of remaining unresponsive (which would be less acceptable in 
person) and deleting or blocking individuals from attempting future contact (Tong & 
Walther, 2011). The harmful effects of being ghosted may compound over time, leading 
to negative perceptions of the self (Buckley et al., 2004; LeFebvre, Allen, et al., 2019) 
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and others (Jones et al., 2016). Additionally, ghosting can affect users’ motives to 
pursue further connection or to protect themselves against further rejection.  
To avoid more rejection, individuals who have been rejected tend to be reluctant 
to pursue connection without evidence that affiliation will occur (Baumeister et al., 2007; 
Maner et al., 2007; Sommer et al., 2001; Williams & Wesselmann, 2011). In other 
words, when individuals are rejected, they are likely to seek connections only if they 
perceive it is possible to form successful connections (i.e., there is anticipated 
connection success). Being rejected affects individuals’ immediate decision to connect 
with others as well as expectations about future connections and motivation to pursue 
those connections (e.g., Chen et al., 2008; Joel et al., 2019; Maner et al., 2007; 
Sommer et al., 2001). Thus, individuals’ responses to rejection are not just shaped by 
an immediate rejection experience, but also more general motivational systems, namely 
the self-regulatory systems of promotion focus (motivation to advance and affiliate) and 
prevention focus (motivation to safeguard and self-protect) (Higgins, 1997). The existing 
limited research on ghosting has not addressed factors that lead individuals to decide to 
connect (pursue more relationships) or protect (avoid pursuing further relationships) 
after being ghosted.  
It is important to assess the causal role of ghosting on users’ behaviors because 
of the prevalence of ghosting in a platform that is commonly used for romantic partner 
selection. Both users and creators of ODPs can benefit from understanding users’ 
responses to ghosting on these platforms and what factors affect those responses. One 
factor that likely affects users’ responses to being ghosted is regulatory focus. Given 
that individuals’ self-regulatory system can moderate their responses to rejection 
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(Molden et al., 2009), it is reasonable to predict that self-regulatory systems would 
moderate users’ responses to being ghosted.  
Therefore, the aim of this research is to test if individuals’ self-regulatory 
motivations influence the perceived likelihood of connecting with another user (termed 
anticipated connection success) and if users’ anticipated connection success affects 
their pursuit of potential online dating partners after being ghosted. Moreover, the 
consequences of ghosting have mostly been studied with qualitative and correlational 
methods (e.g., Freedman et al., 2019; LeFebvre, 2017; Lefebvre, Allen, et al., 2019; 
LeFebvre, Rasner, et al., 2019) so this research will employ experimental methods to 
test causal associations among ghosting, self-regulatory motives, anticipated 
connection success, and potential partner pursuit.   
Pursuit of Potential Online Dating Partners 
ODPs can provide an accessible, controllable outlet for fostering varying degrees 
of connection. ODPs can be algorithm-based, meaning compatible partners are 
selected based on user data, or location-based, meaning the platform connects 
individuals based on proximity. Most users today engage with ODPs on their mobile 
devices, enabling the possibility of connection anywhere at any time (Chan, 2017). 
ODPs offer an array of potential partner options, providing users the ability to find 
potential partners that may not have been feasible to find offline (Dalessandro, 2018). 
Users also have more control of potential partner options online (versus offline) by 
selecting preferences for interests, demographics, distance away, and other factors. In 
addition to the benefits of accessibility and control, users engage with ODPs for a 
variety of social and self-focused reasons. 
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Motivations for Using ODPs 
Online dating caters to those with a dispositional motivation to connect. For 
example, users (compared to non-users) have been found to be higher in sensation-
seeking, extraversion, and openness to new experiences (Chan, 2017; Timmermans & 
De Caluwé, 2017a). Also, many users (irrespective of sexual orientation) report social 
motivations for engaging in ODPs including socializing, seeking sexual experiences, 
and forming romantic relationships (Timmermans & De Caluwé, 2017b). However, there 
are other self-focused motivations behind ODP engagement. These self-focused 
motivations include boosting self-confidence, such as attempting to gain social 
approval, and fulfilling emotional needs, such as increasing belongingness and moving 
on from a former relationship (Timmermans & De Caluwé, 2017b).  
Motivations may not be clearly expressed, making it difficult for users to discern if 
potential partners are primarily motivated by genuine interest in them, or fulfillment of a 
self-focused need. Thus, users are likely to experience uncertainty in their online dating 
experiences. Uncertainty can arise when making partner selections (both when 
discerning and indicating interest in potential partners), when interacting with potential 
partners that have reciprocated indications of interest, and when those interactions stop 
(e.g., if ghosting occurs). 
ODP Partner Selections 
Discerning Interest. ODPs that provide algorithm-based selections give users 
options from a limited pool of potential partners. In contrast, ODPs that focus on 
location-based selections can have hundreds of potential partners to screen through in 
one’s area. When considering potential partners, most ODPs display users one at a 
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time, showing their profile photo(s) and basic information (such as name, age, hobbies, 
etc.). Users evaluate the available information about each potential partner sequentially 
to discern their interest in mate pursuit. Before interactions even occur, users may be 
sensitive to information about the possibility and durability of connection with potential 
partners. For example, Spielmann & MacDonald (2016) found that, after participants 
were exposed to a target they perceived as having a high risk of rejecting them, 
participants were likely to seek targets with lower perceived risk of rejecting them.  
The abundance of mate choices and easy revocability of choices on ODPs can 
deter interest and satisfaction with users’ available options (D’Angelo & Toma, 2017). 
Thus, users are motivated to reduce the range of their dating pool for more efficient 
partner selection, weighing negative information about potential partners more heavily 
than positive information (Jonason et al. 2015; Spielmann & MacDonald, 2016). Users 
also have less attraction, trust, and desire to pursue users with idealized self-
presentations (Wotipka & High, 2016) so it is important that potential partners’ self-
presentations appear authentic. Despite the apparent scrutiny users may apply when 
assessing potential partners, users tend to seek partners more desirable than 
themselves (Bruch & Newman, 2018). Disparities in desirability between pursuer and 
pursued dampen chances of successful interaction (Bruch & Newman, 2018) so users 
must balance seeking the most desirable partners and seeking partners who are 
mutually interested in them. 
Indicating Interest. Users, particularly on location-based ODPs, typically 
indicate interest in a potential partner by swiping right on the potential partner’s profile 
(and indicate non-interest by swiping left). A majority of users of Tinder, one popular 
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location-based ODP, report swiping right because of genuine interest and attraction, but 
a minority of users admit to swiping right without genuine interest, either arbitrarily or 
serially on all potential partners (LeFebvre, 2017). When mutual indication of interest 
occurs (i.e., both users swipe right on each other), users become a ‘match.’ When a 
match occurs, users may experience increases in their self-esteem because the 
reciprocation of interest is validating (Sumter et al., 2017). On most ODPs, users are 
unable to see those who decline interest and can only interact when mutual interest has 
been indicated (to protect users from unsolicited contact) (MacKee, 2016). By only 
seeing cases of reciprocated (versus unreciprocated) interest, ODPs emphasize 
connection and reduce users’ sense of being rejected by users who did not reciprocate 
interest.  
ODP Interactions 
Once users become a match and begin interacting, interactions can be 
successful or unsuccessful. If both users decide to interact, their text interactions allow 
constant communication that is typically more open and less awkward than face-to-face 
(FtF) interactions, but also can increase risks of misinterpretation and disingenuousness 
(Pettegrew & Day, 2015). According to Walther’s (1996) hyperpersonal model, text 
interactions may be experienced as more intimate than FtF interactions because 
individuals overestimate similarity and closeness in this medium. This overestimation 
occurs because, without the presence of nonverbal cues (e.g., body language, 
intonation) to discern interest and intentions, individuals turn toward other information 
(e.g., message length, response time), allowing more subjective interpretations of 
intimacy (Walther, 1996; Walther & Parks, 2002). Successful text interactions are 
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marked by authentic interest, rapid turnaround, reciprocal self-disclosure, and reduced 
uncertainty about intentions (Khan & Chaudhry, 2015) and are more likely to lead to FtF 
meetings between users than unsuccessful text interactions (Timmermans & Courtois, 
2018). One reason prompt and detailed responses are associated with successful 
interactions is because these types of responses increase perceptions that the sender 
is trustworthy and conscientious (Lachlan et al., 2014). Thus, there are negative 
consequences when promptness, effort, and genuineness are lacking in text 
interactions. 
Users admit to selectively responding to matches, leaving some received 
messages unanswered because of disinterest or intimidation (Heino et al., 2010; Tong 
& Walther, 2011). Unanswered messages or slow responses bring about negative 
evaluations of the individual, doubt about the individual’s interest, suspicion the 
individual is committing infidelity, and a reduction in seeking further interaction (Bergdall 
et al., 2012; Heino et al., 2010; Kalman & Rafaeli, 2011; Masden & Edwards, 2015; 
Zytko et al., 2014). Non-responses or delayed responses can also lead users to make 
attributions about themselves (such as doubting one’s own attractiveness), the other 
individual (such as negative attributions about the match’s character), or the ODP (such 
as thinking the ODP is not offering compatible matches) (Timmermans et al., 2020; 
Tong et al., 2016). Negative affect and perceptions of rejection can occur even when 
individuals imagine brief pauses in hypothetical conversations (Koudenburg et al., 
2011). Individuals desire effort even in contexts of rejection, so terse or unexplained 
rejection can make the rejected feel that the rejector was dismissive and insincere 
towards them (Freedman et al., 2016; Williams, 2007). Thus, users expect fast 
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response times in text interactions and have negative perceptions of those who delay or 
stop responses. When received responses reflect low effort (such as one-word 
responses) or become increasingly sporadic, users are likely to suspect ghosting will 
occur (LeFebvre, Allen, et al., 2019). Therefore, any changes in users’ interactions can 
prompt concerns about rejection.  
Rejection 
Rejection can occur in many forms, but all forms share denial of social 
connection (Blackhart et al., 2009). Rejection causes heightened psychological distress, 
especially without a known reason for its occurrence.  According to Williams’ (2009) 
Temporal Need-Threat Model, when social exclusion is detected, it threatens four 
fundamental needs: self-esteem, meaningful existence, control, and belongingness. 
When individuals are rejected, they presume that they are not valued enough for 
acceptance and interaction, which lowers their self-esteem, and that they are not worth 
acknowledging, which lowers their sense of meaningful existence (Freedman et al., 
2016; Williams & Sommer, 1997). When reasons for rejection cannot be identified, it 
limits perceived control over the situation (Williams, 2009) and diminishes sense of 
belonging because rejection involves severance of social ties (Smart Richman & Leary, 
2009).  
As fundamental needs are threatened by rejection, individuals experience a 
reflexive pain response, including increased sadness and anger, that leads to reflective 
appraisal of the rejection. This reflective appraisal involves consideration of the reasons 
for and consequences of the rejection as well as deliberation over how to respond to the 
rejection to restore the threatened needs (Williams, 2009). When individuals do not 
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know why they are rejected, they may reflect on their behaviors and inadequacies to 
figure out if and why rejection was warranted (Ford & Collins, 2010; Sommer et al., 
2001). Rejection also threatens relationship security because individuals are unsure of 
how long it will persist for and fear the relationship may not recover (Sommer et al., 
2001). Repeated experiences with rejection tend to deplete the capacity or motivation to 
restore threatened needs, leading to feelings of isolation, worthlessness, resignation, 
and increased expectations for future rejections (Riva et al., 2017; Williams, 2009). 
These negative self-perceptions and expectancies about prospects of future rejection 
then shape a person’s likelihood to seek or avoid more connection (Cameron et al., 
2010; Murray et al., 2000; Murray et al., 2008; Nezlek et al., 1997). 
Responses to Rejection 
Individuals’ immediate reactions to being rejected primarily tend to result in either 
prosocial or antisocial responses. In many circumstances, individuals can reduce the 
negative effects of rejection and restore belonging through finding inclusion (Tang & 
Richardson, 2013). Rejected individuals are highly selective about seeking new 
connections and perceive persons differently than those who have not experienced 
rejection. For example, rejected individuals who believe they will have new connection 
opportunities have more favorable evaluations of novel interaction partners and 
consider them more desirable than those who do not believe they will have 
opportunities to connect (Maner et al., 2007). Rejection also can increase sensitivity to 
positive social information, such as genuine smiles indicative of social acceptance 
(Bernstein et al., 2008; DeWall et al., 2009; Pickett et al., 2004; Sacco et al., 2011).  
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However, this heightened social sensitivity does not necessarily mean that there 
is more social accuracy (Pickett et al., 2004). For example, rejected individuals perceive 
socially approachable targets as physically closer than they actually are (Knowles et al., 
2014; Pitts et al., 2013). Rejection can thus result in compensatory responses to social 
information to maximize potential for reconnection. 
Alternatively, rejected individuals can respond aggressively to those who rejected 
them and to strangers they have not previously interacted with (Buckley et al., 2004; 
Maner et al., 2007; Smart Richman & Leary, 2009; Twenge et al., 2001; Wesselmann et 
al., 2010; Williams & Nida, 2011; Williams & Sommer, 1997). Aggressive responses to 
rejection are paradoxical because they do not support individuals’ abilities to restore 
belonging (Twenge et al., 2001) but may fulfill other needs such as regaining a sense of 
control (Gerber & Wheeler, 2009) or meaningful existence (Williams, 2009). Rejected 
individuals may behave aggressively when reconnection is not deemed possible 
(Williams & Wesselmann, 2011). Additionally, the expectations of rejection can affect 
individuals’ likelihood of adopting an antisocial response. Unexpected rejection 
(following pleasant interactions with positive social cues) leads to more aggressive 
responses than expected rejection (following unpleasant interactions with negative 
social cues) (Wesselmann et al., 2010; Wirth et al., 2017). Responses to rejection can 
also be affected by whether the rejection is explicit or ambiguous. 
Ambiguous Rejection   
Explicit rejection, particularly with direct expression of finality of association, may 
be atypical and lead more to social withdrawal (due to reconnection being futile) 
compared to ambiguous rejection (i.e., rejection that lacks transparency and 
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intentionality) where chances of reconnection may appear possible (Molden et al., 
2009). There is also evidence that individuals have more negative emotional and 
behavioral responses to ambiguous rejection than to explicit rejection (Zimmer-
Gembeck & Nesdale, 2013). One form of ambiguous rejection is ostracism, or the 
(un)intentional shunning by others without expressing if or when interaction will reoccur 
(Sommer et al., 2001).   
Ostracized individuals are likely to feel that the source(s) of ostracism did not 
respect them enough to directly express disinterest, dampening their self-esteem 
(Freedman et al., 2016) and increasing feelings of vulnerability and powerlessness 
(Baumeister et al., 1993). Also, when the reason for avoiding interactions is unclear, 
individuals may blame themselves and have more negative feelings toward the 
individual who did not interact with them (Ford & Collins, 2010). Terminating interactions 
without explanation has emotional and psychological consequences even when the 
rejecting person is a stranger and no later interaction is anticipated (Smith & Williams, 
2004). Ostracism has deleterious effects because, in human’s evolutionary past, 
ostracism from one’s social group decreased chances of survival, making ostracism a 
“social death” (Baumeister & Leary, 1995; Williams, 2007; 2009). Thus, people respond 
to ostracism in ways that they believe will mitigate the negative consequences of this 
“social death” (Williams & Wesselmann, 2011). Ghosting on ODPs can be considered a 
form of ostracism as ghosting also involves unexplained contact termination that causes 
individuals to respond in ways to reduce the negative consequences of being ghosted 
(Freedman et al., 2019). 
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Ghosting. Ghosting is a common unilateral relationship dissolution strategy in 
ODPs, especially among casual relationships (Bergdall et al., 2012; Freedman et al., 
2019; LeFebvre, 2017), but can occur among anyone who has engaged in interaction 
(LeFebvre, Allen, et al., 2019; LeFebvre, Rasner, et al., 2019). Users report being 
frustrated by being ghosted as there is no feedback as to why interactions have ended 
(Zytko et al., 2014). Also, like ostracized individuals, ghosted individuals do not typically 
receive closure which leaves them in a state of uncertainty, wondering if the ghosting 
initiator found another partner or lost interest (LeFebvre, Allen, et al., 2019; LeFebvre, 
Rasner, et al., 2019; Timmermans et al., 2020). Ghosted individuals often ruminate 
about the ghosting experience to attempt to reduce uncertainty (LeFebvre, Rasner, et 
al., 2019; Timmermans et al., 2020). Individuals ruminate more about disconnection 
with close rather than distant others, but negative emotional responses to disconnection 
are similar regardless of closeness (Bevan, et al., 2012; Williams et al., 2002).  
Without explicit reasons, users are likely to create a “laundry list” (p. 9) of 
possible reasons why they were ghosted (LeFebvre, Rasner, et al., 2019). Some users 
may rationalize the experience as not reflecting any personal shortcomings but 
something that inevitably occurs in ODPs and more general dating experience 
(Timmermans et al., 2020). Users may assume that they were rejected for an alternative 
partner, which leads to more negative reactions (including heightened feelings of 
exclusion, and a lowered sense of belonging) than when individuals are rejected for 
reasons that explicitly do not involve an alternative partner (Deri & Zitek, 2017). The 
assumed reasons for being rejected may affect whether they seek connection (i.e., 
increase pursuit of potential partners) or opt for self-protection (i.e., limit pursuit of 
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potential partners) after being ghosted. Ghosting recipients who believe that the cause 
of ghosting is the ghosting initiator may believe the ghosting initiator lacks relationship 
readiness, has disparate relationship goals, or has incompatible or undesirable traits 
(LeFebvre, Rasner, et al., 2019; Timmermans et al., 2020). Individuals may also 
assume that the ghosting initiator is interacting or dating someone else or is no longer 
interested in pursuing them (Timmermans et al., 2020). These individuals should be 
motivated to connect with other potential partners to foster a new connection. In other 
words, ghosting recipients’ anticipated connection success with other users should not 
be thwarted if they assume that they were ghosted because of the ghosting initiator’s 
shortcomings. 
Alternatively, if ghosting recipients believe that the cause of ghosting is 
themselves, they may assume they have character flaws, such as being too needy 
(LeFebvre, Rasner, et al., 2019) or not being interesting or attractive enough 
(Timmermans et al., 2020). These individuals should be motivated to protect their self-
regard by avoiding future attempts of connection. If ghosting recipients believe they 
were ghosted for their own shortcomings, they likely do not anticipate prospective 
connections to be successful. These ghosting recipients may expect their previous 
ghosting experience to be repeated, with their perceived shortcomings deterring 
anticipated connection opportunities. In sum, individuals who believe the main cause of 
being ghosted is the ghosting initiator should pursue new potential partners, and 
individuals who believe the main cause is themselves should pursue fewer potential 
partners.  
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Furthermore, both reasons for being ghosted and expectations of having future 
successful connections (that do not end in ghosting) may be affected by individual 
differences. For example, compared to those with high self-esteem, individuals with low 
self-esteem feel more rejected after being socially excluded (Nezlek et al., 1997), 
resulting in self-protection strategies, including perceiving fewer indications of 
acceptance from novel interaction partners (Cameron et al., 2010). Thus, individuals 
with low self-esteem tend to prioritize self-protection goals when there is risk of being 
rejected (Murray et al., 2008). Alternatively, individuals with high self-esteem tend to 
prioritize connection goals when there is a risk of rejection (Murray et al., 2008). 
Individuals’ self-esteem can therefore inform goal pursuit strategies and is associated 
with individuals’ more general motivational systems (Leonardelli et al., 2007). 
Motivational Systems 
Individuals’ motivational systems affect the way social situations are processed 
and responded to (Gable, 2006; Nikitin & Freund, 2011). Specifically, individuals’ social 
motives influence their sensitivity toward social rewards (i.e., connection, intimacy) and 
threats (i.e., rejection, loneliness). The types of social information individuals are more 
sensitive to affect the strength of social motives on cognitions and behaviors (Gable & 
Gosnell, 2013). Sensitivity to social rewards is associated with pursuit of positive end-
states while sensitivity to social threats is associated with avoidance of negative end-
states (Gable & Gosnell, 2013). In other words, behavioral responses to social 
information are impacted by the prioritization of achieving rewards versus avoiding 
threats. A major component of motivational systems is risk regulation. For example, 
when risk of rejection is high, individuals tend to concentrate on protecting the self 
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against rejection and, when risk of rejection is low, individuals tend to concentrate on 
pursuit of connection (Murray et al., 2006). There are several frameworks to 
conceptualize these different behavioral responses in terms of two dimensions: a 
dimension of pursuit and a dimension of protection. 
These bivariate responses may have not only a cognitive basis, but a biological 
one. Gray (1982) posited that individuals’ behaviors are biologically driven by either an 
appetitive system, the behavioral activation system (BAS), or an aversive system, the 
behavioral inhibition system (BIS). BAS is associated with increased readiness for and 
emotional reactivity to rewards and BIS is associated with increased readiness for and 
sensitivity to punishments and negative stimuli (Diefendorff & Seaton, 2015). Another 
way of framing these dimensions is approach and avoidance orientation. Approach-
oriented individuals tend to actively approach others to achieve affiliative goals while 
avoidant-oriented individuals tend to try to avoid negative social consequences (Gable, 
2006) and are more likely to anticipate (Nikitin & Freund, 2015), remember (Strachman 
& Gable, 2006), and attend to (Nikitin & Freund, 2011) negative social information. 
However, individuals can simultaneously approach a desired outcome while also 
avoiding an undesired outcome. Thus, approach and avoidance dimensions can be 
situated within self-regulatory systems of promotion and prevention (i.e., regulatory 
focus theory; Cornwell et al., 2014; Förster et al., 2001; Higgins, 1997).  
Regulatory Focus Theory  
According to regulatory focus theory, the promotion system involves eager 
pursuit of progress (or gains) and avoidance of lack of progress (or non-gains) and the 
prevention system involves vigilant pursuit of protection (or non-losses) and avoidance 
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of threats (or losses) (Brockner & Higgins, 2001; Cornwell et al., 2014; Higgins, 1997; 
1998). For example, in the fulfillment of fundamental survival needs of nourishment and 
protection, promotion-focused individuals are relatively motivated toward achieving 
nourishment whereas prevention-focused individuals are relatively motivated toward 
securing protection (Higgins, 1997; 1998).  
Regulatory focus affects individuals’ anticipated success in achieving goals and 
subsequent goal pursuit strategies (Förster et al., 2001). Promotion-focused individuals 
perceive goal pursuit as part of advancement to an ideal top goal, motivating them to 
maximize gain (Shah & Higgins, 1997). Continued success in promotion-focused goal 
pursuit perpetuates an ‘everything to gain’ mentality, leading to eager advancement of 
gains even if there are risks of losses. The more that promotion-focused individuals 
value goal attainment, the more they expect to achieve positive outcomes (Shah & 
Higgins, 1997). The focus on gain leads promotion-focused individuals to tend to seek 
out multiple possible methods to achieve goals (Liberman et al., 2001; Sassenberg & 
Scholl, 2019; Sassenrath et al., 2016) and capitalize on all available methods of goal 
achievement (Crowe & Higgins, 1997; Shah & Higgins, 1997). Alternatively, prevention-
focused individuals perceive goals as obligations, motivating them to minimize loss 
regardless of their expectations about gain (Crowe & Higgins, 1997; Shah & Higgins, 
1997). Continued success in prevention-focused goal pursuit perpetuates an ‘everything 
to lose’ mentality, leading to vigilant avoidance of losses even if there are chances to 
gain (Förster et al., 2001; Higgins et al., 2001; Idson & Higgins, 2000). The focus on 
avoiding loss leads prevention-focused individuals to perceive fewer possible methods 
for achieving their goals (Liberman et al., 2001; Sassenberg & Scholl, 2019; Sassenrath 
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et al., 2016). Prevention-focused individuals tend to only implement necessary available 
methods of achieving their goals and prioritize goal pursuit with less risk (Förster et al., 
2001; Higgins et al., 2001) unless a risky option is the only available choice (Scholer et 
al., 2010). Thus, promotion-focused individuals expect success and value goal pursuit 
strategies that promote success while prevention-focused individuals expect failure and 
value goal pursuit strategies that prevent failure (Shah & Higgins, 1997). Consequently, 
individuals’ regulatory focus shapes their prioritization of success versus failure, which 
leads to different goal pursuit when fundamental needs are absent or threatened. In the 
context of rejection, the fundamental need for social connection is threatened and can 
lead promotion-focused individuals to pursue new social connections and prevention-
focused individuals to avoid additional chances of rejection (Park & Baumeister, 2015). 
Influence of Regulatory Focus on Rejection Responses 
Following rejection, regulatory focus impacts one’s risk regulation and 
anticipation of successful connection. Prevention-focused individuals tend to reflect on 
their actions that could have caused rejection while promotion-focused individuals tend 
to reflect on their actions that could have fostered connection (Molden et al., 2009). 
These differences in reflective appraisals of the rejection experience could influence 
their anticipated connection success. Pursuing novel potential partners is inherently 
risky because of the chances for future rejection. Promotion-focused individuals tend to 
actively pursue potential partners more than prevention-focused individuals (Finkel et 
al., 2011), but individuals are less likely to have promotion-focused goals if they do not 
believe future interactions are possible with potential new friends or romantic partners 
(Brown et al., 2009). Therefore, promotion-focused individuals are likely to seek 
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connection after rejection, but prevention-focused individuals may sparingly seek 
connections because they perceive their likelihood of successfully forming connections 
to be low.  
Although regulatory focus has been found to moderate responses to rejection, 
there has yet to be research to demonstrate if regulatory focus moderates responses to 
being ghosted. Empirical research on ghosting has comprised reasons for, and attitudes 
towards ghosting (e.g., Freedman et al., 2019; LeFebvre, Allen, et al., 2019; LeFebvre, 
Rasner, et al., 2019), but not how individuals’ motivational systems affect their 
perceptions of future successful connections and subsequent behaviors to fulfill their 
motivational goals. Also, previous research has indicated that perceptions of resources 
mediates the relationship between regulatory focus and goal pursuit (Sassenrath et al., 
2016) and that perceptions of future connections affect responses to rejection (e.g., 
Baumeister et al., 2007; Maner et al., 2007; Sommer & Bernieri, 2014; Sommer et al., 
2001; Williams & Wesselmann, 2011), but perceptions of connection success has rarely 
been explicitly tested as a mediator of the relationship between being rejected and 
seeking connection. Thus, the current research explored how motivational goals 
moderate perceptions of connection success and explain individuals’ decisions about 
pursuing potential partners following a ghosting experience. 
Overview of the Current Studies 
In three studies, I investigated how ghosting experiences influence potential 
partner pursuit, and the roles of anticipated connection success and regulatory focus in 
this process. The purpose of Study 1 was to identify how imagined ghosting 
experiences (varying in types of interactions prior to being ghosted) affect users’ 
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anticipated connection success and pursuit of potential partners. In Study 1, participants 
reported on their online dating use and motivations for using online dating as well as 
completed regulatory focus and self-esteem measures (to explore as predictors of 
anticipated connection success and potential partner pursuit). Participants then 
indicated their anticipated success of connecting with other users and reported on how 
their typical pursuit of potential partners would change in a variety of imagined ghosting 
experiences. Participants’ answers to the ghosting experiences in Study 1 informed the 
details of an imagined ghosting experience for the ghosting manipulation used in 
Studies 2 and 3.  
The purpose of Study 2 was to examine how imagining being ghosted affects 
users’ perceptions of connection success and pursuit of potential partners, and how 
these effects differ based on individuals’ self-reported regulatory focus. As in Study 1, 
participants in Study 2 first reported on their online dating use and motives and 
completed regulatory focus and self-esteem measures (to test as moderating variables). 
Then participants were randomly assigned to write about how they would perceive and 
respond to an imagined experience of interacting with a match that either ended in 
being ghosted by the match (ghosting condition) or mutual contact termination (control 
condition). The writing task was designed to induce participants into the emotional and 
cognitive state of being ghosted. After the writing task, participants reported their 
perceptions of connection success as well as desire for and interest in pursuit of 
potential partners. This study allowed the assessment of the causal role of ghosting on 
users’ perceptions of future connection success and mate pursuit intentions and tested 
regulatory focus as a moderator. 
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The purpose of Study 3 was to examine if a regulatory focus induction could alter 
participants’ perceptions and pursuit of potential partners. Study 3 followed the same 
procedure as Study 2, but unlike Study 2 where trait-level regulatory focus was 
measured, Study 3 involved manipulating state-level regulatory focus. In Study 3, 
participants were induced with either a promotion- or prevention-focused mindset about 
the imagined experience they wrote about before rating their perceptions of connection 
success and desire for and interest in potential partner pursuit. 
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Chapter 2: Study 1 
The main purpose of Study 1 was to identify materials for use in Studies 2 and 3. 
Specifically, Study 1 was executed to analyze patterns in participants’ anticipated 
connection success and changes in partner pursuit across several imagined ghosting 
experiences. These results informed the ghosting manipulation in Studies 2 and 3 
where the causal role of ghosting was tested on anticipated connection success and 
potential partner pursuit. Thus, ghosting was not manipulated in Study 1 (only 
measured). There were no specific hypotheses made about potential differences 
between the imagined experiences, but the different experiences were expected to elicit 
some variability in anticipated connection success and changes in partner pursuit.  
Participants reported on their motives and previous experiences with online 
dating to gain insights into why participants used online dating and how their online 
dating interactions typically ended. Although there were no specific hypotheses about 
the role of motives, individuals’ motives can influence their mate pursuit strategies (Buss 
& Schmitt, 1993; Li & Kenrick, 2006) so measuring participants’ motives allowed me to 
explore the effect of motives and/or control for them in analyses. Additional variables 
were measured to execute ancillary correlational and regression analyses to examine 
preliminary evidence between variables that contribute to the theoretical models tested 
in Studies 2 and 3. For example, regulatory focus was measured to explore if promotion 
and prevention focus were related to and predicted anticipated connection success and 
changes in partner pursuit. Self-esteem was also measured to explore associations 
between self-esteem and the two outcomes of interest (anticipated connection success 
and changes in partner pursuit). Self-esteem has been found to influence responses to 
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social exclusion (Cameron et al., 2010; Ford & Collins, 2010; Murray et al., 2000; 
Murray et al., 2008; Nezlek et al., 1997) and was explored as a possible alternative 
predictor (instead of regulatory focus). To assess responses to ghosting in the context 
of Williams’ (2009) Temporal Need-Threat Model, specifically to examine reflexive pain 
responses (i.e., social pain) and reflective appraisal (i.e., attributions), participants rated 
their social pain and attributions for each of the imagined ghosting experiences. 
Furthermore, for exploratory analyses, the reflexive and reflective responses to ghosting 
were also examined in relation to regulatory focus. Finally, gender differences were 
explored because of previous evidence of gender differences in users’ pursuit of 
potential partners (Botnen et al., 2018; Bruch & Newman, 2018, LeFebvre, 2017; Levy 
et al., 2019; Timmermans & Courtois, 2018; Xia et al., 2013).  
Research Questions 
RQ1a: Are there significant differences in anticipated connection success after 
imagining being ghosted in different online dating experiences? 
RQ1b: Are there significant changes in partner pursuit after imagining being ghosted in 
different online dating experiences? 
RQ2a: Are regulatory focus and self-esteem related to anticipated connection success 
after imagining being ghosted? 
RQ2b: Are regulatory focus and self-esteem related to changes in partner pursuit after 
imagining being ghosted? 
Study 1 Method 
Study 1 Participants 
Power Analysis 
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The main analysis of Study 1 was a repeated measures ANOVA, but the 
correlations among repeated measures and effect sizes were unknown because of the 
exploratory nature of the research. Also, the rate of participants dropping out must be 
considered when determining an adequate sample size. Previous research has 
demonstrated that empirical research conducted online has an average attrition rate of 
40% (Zhou & Fishbach, 2016). G*Power (Faul et al., 2007) was used to calculate 
sample size for a repeated measures ANOVA for one group with seven measurements 
(for each imagined experience). To achieve 80% power with α = .05, conservative 
estimates for effect size (f = .10), and moderate correlations among repeated measures 
(r = .30), a sample size of 138 was recommended. Assuming a 40% attrition rate 
(accounting for participants who do not complete the study, give poor responses, and/or 
do not meet the eligibility criteria), I aimed to recruit a minimum of 193 participants. 
Recruitment 
Participants were recruited from two sources: the online crowdsourcing platform, 
Prolific Academic, and the psychology subject pool at Brooklyn College. Prolific 
Academic is a participant recruitment tool for social scientific research that is a newer 
alternative to Amazon’s Mechanical Turk and produces high quality data (Palan & 
Schitter, 2018). Participants were also recruited from Brooklyn College due to the 
college’s diverse student population that could strengthen the chances of recruiting 
representative samples of online dating users.  
Individuals completed four screening questions related to English fluency, age, 
ODP use, and relationship status to assess eligibility for participation. To be eligible for 
the studies, participants had to be fluent in English and at least 18 years old. As the 
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focus of the current research program is online dating experiences and processes, 
participants also had to report that they currently use ODPs and were currently single 
(or not in a romantic relationship). A total of 204 participants were recruited (173 from 
Prolific, 31 from Brooklyn College). Forty-six of the recruited sample (36 from Prolific 
and 10 from Brooklyn College) did not meet these eligibility requirements and could not 
participate (five for not being fluent in English, 37 for not currently using ODPs, and four 
for being in romantic relationship while currently using ODPs). Another 14 participants 
from Prolific timed out or failed to complete the study, reducing the total sample size for 
analyses to 145 (124 from Prolific and 21 from Brooklyn College). There were no 
statistically meaningful differences between participants recruited on Prolific and those 
recruited from Brooklyn College on any of the variables, so the results reported include 
all participants (regardless of recruitment site). 
Demographics 
 Participants ages ranged from 18 to 56 years old (M = 29.68, SD = 8.47). The 
sample was 55.9% men (n = 81), 43.4% women (n = 63), and 0.7% non-binary (n = 1). 
In terms of sexual orientation, 73.8% (n = 107) identified as heterosexual, 10.3% (n = 
15) as homosexual, 10.3% (n = 15) as bisexual, 2.8% (n = 4) as asexual, and 2.8% (n = 
4) as pansexual. In terms of racial identity, 79.3% (n = 115) identified as White, 8.3% (n 
= 12) as Latino/Hispanic, 6.2% (n = 9) as Asian, 6.2% (n = 9) as Black, 2.8% (n = 4) as 
Caribbean/West Indian, and 2.1% (n = 3) as Middle Eastern/North African. Only 4.1% (n 
= 6) identified as multiracial. An international sample was recruited because, across 
continents and regions, using smartphones to date and pursue partners is common 
(Gesselman, Druet, & Vitzthum, 2020). The sample included participants residing in 20 
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countries. A majority of the sample resided in Europe (69.0%, n = 100) and 28.3% (n = 
41) resided in North America, 1.4% (n = 2) in South America, 0.7% (n = 1) in Africa, and 
0.7% (n = 1) in Australia. See Table 1 for more details about participants’ country of 
residence.  
Study 1 Procedure 
Participants were invited to complete a survey on online dating experiences. 
First, participants provided information about which ODPs they have used and their 
motives for using ODPs. Participants also completed individual difference measures of 
regulatory focus and self-esteem. Participants were then given a series of ghosting 
scenarios (shown in randomized order) where participants imagined themselves as 
ghosting recipients in the scenarios.  
Imagined ghosting experiences were used instead of recounting participants’ 
personal ghosting experiences because personal rejection recollections are not a 
standardized rejection manipulation, with causes and consequences of the rejection 
varying per person (Zadro & Gonsalkorale, 2014). Relative to recalling personal 
rejection experiences, instructing participants to envision a specific hypothetical 
rejection scenario creates a more controlled rejection manipulation that produces 
comparable effects to personal rejection recollections (Deri & Zitek, 2017). Furthermore, 
the effects of thinking about rejection (whether it be recalled or imagined experiences) 
correspond with or supplant those of experiencing rejection during an experimental 
session (Blackhart et al., 2009). Imagining situations can also help individuals process 
their thoughts and emotions from previous similar situations and consider how they 
would respond in future situations (Bodie et al., 2013). In other words, imagining a 
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specific situation circumvents the inconsistencies in responses based on variability of 
individuals’ personal experiences while still producing responses that can draw from 
individuals’ personal experiences. Therefore, the focus of Study 1 was on identifying 
users’ perceptions and responses to a variety of imagined ghosting experiences that 
could draw from participants’ personal ghosting experiences.  
For each experience, participants reported on their social pain, perceived 
reasons for being ghosted, anticipated connection success, and changes in partner 
pursuit. Then, participants reported on their demographic information and online dating 
experiences. Finally, participants reported on how much effort they gave to the survey. 
Participants recruited on Prolific received a monetary payment of $3.00 (because 
Prolific sets a recommended hourly payment of $9.00 and the study was expected to 
take 20 minutes to complete). Participants recruited from Brooklyn College received a 
non-monetary payment of 0.5 research participation credits which is the standard 
research credit offered for participation in studies that take under 30 minutes to 
complete.  
Study 1 Measures and Materials 
Online Dating Use. To understand participants’ online dating experiences, 
participants reported on which ODPs they have used from the following list of 22 
popular ODPs: Badoo, Bumble, Clover, Coffee Meets Bagel, Down, eHarmony, 
Facebook Dating, Grindr, Happn, Hinge, Jack’d, Match, OkCupid, Once, Plenty of Fish, 
Scruff, Ship, Skout, The League, Tinder, Wild, Zoosk, and Other. Participants who 
selected ‘Other’ wrote in any ODPs they used that were not listed. Participants used an 
average of 3.03 ODPs (SD = 1.78, Range = 1-9). The most popular ODP reported was 
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Tinder (80.7%, n = 117), but there were 33 different ODPs reported by participants (19 
from the provided list and 15 indicated in the ‘Other’ section). See Table 2 for more 
details about which ODPs participants reported using. 
Online Dating Motives. Participants also selected their reasons for currently 
using online dating from a list generated from previous research on motives for online 
dating use (e.g., Timmermans & De Caluwé, 2017b). Participants were given 16 
reasons including romantic reasons (seek a romantic relationship), sexual reasons 
(seek a sexual relationship, seek casual sex or sexual activity, experiment with 
sexuality, flirt, exchange sexually explicit messages/images), social reasons 
(practice/gain social skills, gain social approval, make friends), emotional reasons (feel 
less alone, get over an ex-partner, boost self-confidence), and miscellaneous reasons 
(curiosity, boredom, entertainment, distraction, and other). Participants also wrote in 
additional reasons in the ‘Other’ category, if applicable. Participants rated the degree to 
which the reason applied to their motives for online dating use on a 5-point scale from 
not at all a reason (1) to definitely a reason (5). These items were included because it is 
possible that potential partner pursuit varies based on participants’ motivations (i.e., 
between those whose motivations are primarily romantic, sexual, social, or emotional). 
The most commonly endorsed reasons for using ODPs were to find a romantic 
relationship (M = 3.92, SD = 1.16) and sexual relationship (M = 3.48, SD = 1.38), 
suggesting that users were predominantly seeking partnership. See Table 3 for more 
details about participants’ reported reasons for using online dating. 
Baseline Perceptions of Connection Success. Participants reported their 
perceptions of connection success to establish participants’ baseline expectations about 
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likelihood of forming successful connections on ODPs and to potentially control for them 
in ancillary analyses with perceptions of connection success ratings across the 
imagined ghosting experiences. Participants were asked “What do you think is the 
likelihood that you will successfully form a meaningful connection with someone on an 
online dating platform?” on a 5-point Likert scale from not at all likely (1) to extremely 
likely (5). Participants were also asked “How important is it for you to successfully form 
a meaningful connection with someone on an online dating platform?” on a 5-point 
Likert scale from not at all (1) to extremely (5). Measuring anticipated (and importance 
of) connection success before presenting information about ghosting allowed 
comparisons to be made between participants’ general (i.e., trait-level) perceptions of 
connection success and their perceptions of connection success after imagining being 
ghosted (i.e., state-level). Anticipated and importance of connection success were 
significantly positively correlated, r(143) = .29, p < .001, but the positive correlation was 
not strong enough to warrant averaging the two items into a composite. The internal 
consistency between the two items was also fairly low (Spearman-Brown ρ = .45) so the 
two items were analyzed as separate covariates for analyses. 
Regulatory Focus. To explore associations between regulatory focus and 
responses to ghosting experiences, participants completed measures of regulatory 
focus. Previous research has found that social and general goal motivations can be 
uncorrelated (Gable, 2006) so both chronic and relationship regulatory focus were 
measured. 
Chronic Regulatory Focus. Individuals’ chronic regulatory focus was measured 
with the Regulatory Focus Questionnaire (RFQ; Higgins et al., 2001) which focuses on 
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individuals’ perceptions of previous successes in attaining promotion and prevention 
goals. The RFQ has 11 items; six promotion-focused items (e.g., I feel like I have made 
progress toward being successful in my life, and five prevention-focused items (e.g., Not 
being careful enough has gotten me into trouble at times (reverse scored). Both 
subscales had high internal consistency (α = .73, α = .81, respectively). All items were 
rated on a 5-point Likert scale from never or seldom (1) to very often (5). See Appendix 
for all items. 
Relationship Regulatory Focus. Winterheld and Simpson’s (2011) 15-item 
Regulatory Focus in Relationships Scale was used to measure promotion and 
prevention focus in relationships. This scale is an adaptation of items from Lockwood et 
al.’s (2002) regulatory focus measure, which focuses on success and failure in 
achieving academic goals. The Regulatory Focus in Relationships Scale has eight 
promotion-focused items (e.g., I often think about how I can achieve (or create) a 
successful relationship) and seven prevention-focused items (e.g., In general, I am 
striving to protect and stabilize my relationships). Both subscales had high reliability (α = 
.88, α = .81, respectively). Although the original scale used a 9-point Likert scale, all 
items were rated on a 5-point Likert scale from not at all true for me (1) to 5 very true for 
me (5) to directly compare to participants’ ratings on the RFQ (Higgins et al., 2001). See 
Appendix for all items. No specific hypotheses were made about differences between 
participants’ ratings on the RFQ (Higgins et al., 2001) and the Regulatory Focus in 
Relationships Scale (Winterheld & Simpson, 2011), but each were tested separately as 
the moderator. 
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Self-Esteem. Given the relationship between self-esteem and responses to 
rejection (Cameron et al., 2010; Ford & Collins, 2010; Murray et al., 2000; Murray et al., 
2008; Nezlek et al., 1997), the 10-item Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale was used to 
measure global self-esteem (α = .82). Items were rated on a 5-point Likert scale ranging 
from 1 = strongly agree to 5 = strongly disagree (RSE; Rosenberg, 1965). An example 
item is “I feel like a person of worth, at least on an equal basis with others”. See 
Appendix for all items. 
Imagined Experiences. To ensure that all participants were in consensus on 
what ghosting refers to, participants were given the following definition: “Ghosting is 
gradually or abruptly stopping all contact with an individual without warning. Ghosting is 
typically done to end an association with an individual without directly communicating to 
the individual why they no longer want to interact.” Participants were instructed to 
imagine themselves in various scenarios as ghosting recipients. Specifically, 
participants were told: 
“We want to get a sense of how you would respond to typical online dating 
experiences with ghosting. Draw from your own related experiences as you 
imagine what it would be like to be in the following ghosting situations. For all of 
the situations, imagine that you had believed that you had a meaningful 
connection with the person and that the ghosting occurred unexpectedly and was 
not desired.”  
There were seven imagined experiences that were structured to resemble typical 
experiences that can occur prior to being ghosted: (1) interacting only through 
messages on the ODP, (2) messaging on each other’s personal phone numbers, (3) 
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interacting on each other’s social media accounts, (4) interacting through phone calls, 
(5) video chatting, (6) going on dates in person (that do not involve having sex), and (7) 
going on dates in person (that involve having sex). To avoid order effects, the imagined 
ghosting experiences were shown in randomized order. 
  Social Pain. To measure the initial reflexive response to rejection (e.g., Williams, 
2009), participants reported on how hurt they would feel for each ghosting experience. 
Participants were asked: “How much would this experience make you feel hurt?” on a 5-
point Likert scale from not at all (1) to extremely (5). 
Attributions. Individuals’ goal pursuit strategies can be informed by their 
perceptions of themselves and the other (Murray et al., 2006) and reflective attributional 
reasonings are an important component of individuals’ behavioral responses to rejection 
(Williams, 2009). Therefore, participants’ attributions for being ghosted (both for the self 
and the ghosting initiator) were considered to measure participants’ reflective appraisal 
of being ghosted. For each ghosting experience, participants reported on their 
attributional reasoning for why ghosting occurred. Participants were asked to indicate if 
they believe that the reasons for being ghosted include (1) themselves, (2) the ghosting 
initiators, and (3) the ODP by selecting the items with checkboxes (with the option to 
select all that apply). Participants who selected themselves and/or the ghosting initiators 
as reasons for ghosting were also asked to rate if they attributed the ghosting behavior 
to stable (i.e., personality) or unstable traits (i.e., situation). Participants’ self-reported 
attributions for the ghosting experiences were measured to understand their reflective 
appraisal of ghosting situations.  
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Participants who selected themselves as a reason for ghosting were asked: “For 
this experience, do you think that the reason interactions ended would have more to do 
with who you are as a person (meaning your personality or character) or something you 
said/did in your interactions?” Participants indicated their response on a slider scale 
from “Because of Me as a Person” to “Because of Something I Said/Did.” Participants 
who selected the ghosting initiator as a reason for ghosting were asked: “For this 
experience, do you think that the reason interactions ended would have more to do with 
the other person (meaning their personality or character) or something they said/did in 
your interactions?” Participants indicated their response on a slider scale from “Because 
of Them as a Person” to “Because of Something They Said/Did.”  The numerical values 
on the slider scales were hidden from participants for these items to deter participants 
from anchoring their responses across the ghosting experiences. However, for 
analyses, the slider scale values ranged from -5 (because of me/them as a person) to 
+5 (because of something I/they said/did) with more positive scores indicating more 
unstable attributions. 
Perceptions of Connection Success. For each ghosting experience, 
participants indicated their perceived likelihood of having successful connections. 
Participants were asked “After this experience, how likely is it that you would 
successfully form a meaningful connection with someone on an online dating platform?” 
and “How important would it be for you to successfully form a meaningful connection 
with someone on an online dating platform after having this experience?” Both 
questions were rated on a 5-point Likert scale from not at all (1) to extremely (5).  
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  Changes in Partner Pursuit. Participants were asked how being ghosted in 
each experience would affect their typical pursuit of potential partners on a slider scale 
from “Extremely Decrease My Pursuit” (-5) to “Extremely Increase My Pursuit” (+5). The 
midpoint on the scale represented “Stay the Same” (0). As with the attribution items, 
participants were not shown numerical values on the slider scale for changes in partner 
pursuit.  
Demographics. Participants reported their age, gender identity, sexual 
orientation, racial identity, and country of residence. 
Previous Ghosting Experiences. To assess how frequently participants 
experienced ghosting in their previous online dating interactions, participants reported 
their best overall estimate of the percentage of their previous online dating interactions 
that ended in: being ghosted by the person, ghosting the person, being explicitly 
rejected by the person, explicitly rejecting the person, mutual ghosting (both stop 
contact), mutual explicit expression of disinterest/incompatibility and other. The 
percentages had to add up to 100%. The most common ways participants reported 
previous interactions on ODPs ending was by being ghosted by the other person and 
both ghosting each other. Alternatively, the least common ways were being explicitly 
rejected by the other person and explicitly rejecting the person. This suggests that users 
frequently have ghosting experiences and that explicit rejection is less usual. See Table 
4 for more details about how participants previous online dating interactions ended.  
Self-Reported Effort. To filter out participants who gave insufficient effort in 
responses, participants were given modified instructions taken from Meade and Craig 
(2012): “Lastly, it is vital to our research team that we only include responses from 
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people that devoted their full attention to our study. Otherwise years of effort (the 
researchers’ and the time of other participants) could be wasted. You will receive 
payment/credit for this study no matter what. However, please tell us how much effort 
you put forth towards this study.” Participants then answered a single item “I put forth 
___ effort towards this study” on a 5-point Likert scale from 1 = “almost no,” 2 = “very 
little,” 3 = “some,” 4 = “quite a bit,” and 5 = “a lot of.” No participants responded with 1 or 
2 so there were no participants removed for low attentiveness and the average 
attentiveness was quite high (M = 4.59, SD = 0.60). 
Study 1 Results 
Selection of Ghosting Manipulation 
The main purpose of Study 1 was to select an imagined ghosting experience for 
the manipulation in Studies 2 and 3 that would realistically cause variations in 
individuals’ anticipated connection success and potential partner pursuit. Repeated 
measures ANOVAs were conducted to determine if there were significant differences in 
the two outcomes (anticipated connection success and partner pursuit) across the 
imagined ghosting experiences. Post hoc tests with Bonferroni corrections were used to 
account for the multiple comparisons. Because there were seven comparisons, the 
threshold of significance was p < .007. 
Effect of Imagined Ghosting Experiences on Anticipated Connection Success 
For anticipated connection success, the assumption of sphericity was violated, 
Mauchly’s W = .446, χ2 (20) = 113.53, p < .001, so Greenhouse-Geisser corrections 
were used. There was a significant difference in anticipated connection success across 
imagined experiences, F(4.66, 666.92) = 7.71, p < .001, 2= .051. See Figure 3. The 
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results revealed that, on average, anticipated connection success following being 
ghosted after an in-person date involving sex was significantly lower than average 
anticipated connection success following being ghosted after messaging on the ODP (p 
< .001) and text messaging (p = .010). There were no significant differences between 
average anticipated connection success following being ghosted after an in-person date 
involving sex and after video chatting (p = 1.000) or an in-person date without sex (p = 
1.000). See Table 6 for complete results.  
Effect of Imagined Ghosting Experiences on Changes in Partner Pursuit  
Similarly, for changes in partner pursuit the assumption of sphericity was 
violated, Mauchly’s W = .377, χ2 (20) = 137.20, p < .001, so Greenhouse-Geisser 
corrections were used. There was a significant difference in changes in partner pursuit 
across the imagined experiences, F(4.29, 612.76) = 27.61, p < .001, 2= .162. See 
Figure 4.  
The results revealed that, on average, decreases in pursuit following being 
ghosted after an in-person date involving sex were significantly larger than after 
messaging on the ODP, text messaging, interacting on social media, and interacting 
through phone calls (all p’s < .001). The average decreases in potential partner pursuit 
following being ghosted after an in-person date involving sex were not significantly 
different than after video chatting (p = .076) or an in-person date without sex (p = 
1.000). See Table 7 for complete results.  
Ancillary Analyses 
Correlations between Key Variables 
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After exploring differences across the seven imagined ghosting experiences, 
participants’ responses to anticipated connection success, importance of connection 
success, changes in partner pursuit, social pain, and instability of attributions were 
averaged across the seven experiences to create composite variables for each of the 
repeated variables. This was done to explore general associations between the 
repeated variables and regulatory focus (to address RQ2a-b). Associations between 
chronic and relationship regulatory focus were also explored. See Table 5 for means, 
standard deviations, and correlations between all variables. 
Correlations with Promotion Focus. Chronic promotion focus was significantly, 
positively correlated with relationship promotion focus, suggesting that generally being 
high in promotion focus is associated with being high in promotion focus in the context 
of romantic relationships. However, chronic and relationship promotion focus did not 
have the same associations with other variables. Chronic promotion focus was 
positively correlated with the two key outcomes: average anticipated connection 
success, and average changes in partner pursuit. Chronic promotion focus was also 
positively correlated with average instability of self-attributions and negatively correlated 
with average social pain. Therefore, being high in chronic promotion focus was 
associated with more average blame for being ghosted on things the self said/did in the 
interactions and feeling less hurt about the imagined ghosting experiences. Unlike 
chronic promotion focus, relationship promotion focus was significantly, positively 
correlated with average importance of connection success, indicating that being high in 
relationship promotion focus was associated with greater importance of successfully 
finding a meaningful connection on ODPs after imagining being ghosted.  
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Correlations with Prevention Focus. Chronic prevention focus was not 
significantly correlated with relationship prevention focus, suggesting that generally 
being high in prevention focus is not associated with being high in prevention focus in 
the context of romantic relationships. Because chronic and relationship prevention focus 
did not significantly correlate, chronic and relationship regulatory focus scores were 
tested separately as predictors in subsequent analyses. Chronic prevention focus had a 
significant, positive correlation with only one outcome: average importance of 
connection success. This suggests that being high in chronic prevention focus was 
associated with higher average ratings for importance of successfully finding a 
meaningful connection on ODPs after imagining being ghosted. Unlike chronic 
prevention focus, relationship prevention focus was positively correlated with average 
social pain after imagining being ghosted, indicating that being high in relationship 
prevention focus was associated with feeling more hurt about the imagined ghosting 
experiences. Additionally, relationship prevention focus was significantly, negatively 
correlated with average changes in partner pursuit, and average instability of self-
attributions. Thus, being high in relationship prevention focus was associated with 
decreases in partner pursuit after imagining being ghosted and more blame for being 
ghosted on stable attributions (i.e., the self’s personality). 
Correlations with Self-Esteem. Self-esteem was positively correlated with 
anticipated connection success and changes in partner pursuit, indicating higher self-
esteem was associated with higher expectations about successfully finding a 
meaningful connection and increases in potential partner pursuit after imagining being 
ghosted. Self-esteem was also positively correlated with importance of connection 
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success and instability of self-attributions. In other words, higher self-esteem was 
associated with finding a meaningful connection to be more important after imagining 
being ghosted and blaming being ghosted more on things the self said/did in 
interactions. Furthermore, self-esteem was negatively correlated with social pain so 
higher self-esteem was associated with feeling less hurt by being ghosted. Interestingly, 
self-esteem was positively correlated with chronic promotion focus, chronic prevention 
focus, and relationship promotion focus and negatively correlated with relationship 
prevention focus. The positive correlation between self-esteem and chronic promotion 
focus was strong, r(143) = .71, p < .001, suggesting notable conceptual overlap 
between the two concepts. 
Correlations between Outcomes and Possible Covariates. Associations 
between the two key outcomes (average anticipated connection success and changes 
in partner pursuit) and the two aforementioned potential covariates (baseline anticipated 
and importance of connection success) were explored. Baseline importance of 
connection success was not correlated with average anticipated connection success or 
changes in partner pursuit, so it was not included as a covariate. However, both 
average anticipated connection success and average changes in partner pursuit were 
significantly, positively correlated with baseline anticipated connection success. 
Consequently, baseline anticipated (but not importance of) connection success was 
included as a covariate. 
The associations between the two key outcomes (average anticipated connection 
success and changes in partner pursuit) and the three other outcomes measured for 
each of the imagined experiences (social pain, instability of self-attributions, and 
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instability of other attributions) were also explored. Average anticipated connection 
success was significantly, positively correlated with making less stable (i.e., more 
situational) self-attributions, but not with average social pain, or the stability of other 
attributions. Conversely, average changes in partner pursuit was significantly, positively 
correlated with making less stable self- and other attributions, as well as negatively 
associated with social pain. The significant associations with social pain and attributions 
warranted including these variables as covariates in subsequent regression analyses.  
Regulatory Focus and Self-Esteem as Predictors of Anticipated Connection 
Success & Changes to Partner Pursuit 
 The measures of regulatory focus and self-esteem provided the ability to test 
associations between promotion focus, prevention focus, and self-esteem and average 
anticipated connection success and changes to partner pursuit after imagining being 
ghosted. Each outcome (anticipated connection success, changes in partner pursuit) 
was simultaneously regressed onto promotion and prevention focus scores with 
separate regression models for chronic and relationship regulatory focus variables. A 
third set of regression analyses were run with self-esteem as the sole predictor.  
Chronic promotion focus positively predicted average anticipated connection 
success and changes to partner pursuit such that increases in chronic promotion focus 
predicted average increases in anticipated connection success and partner pursuit after 
imagining being ghosted. However, chronic prevention focus did not predict either 
variable. See Table 8a for complete results for anticipated connection success and 
Table 9a for complete results for changes in partner pursuit. 
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A slightly different pattern emerged when relationship promotion and prevention 
focus were tested as predictors of anticipated connection success and changes in 
partner pursuit. Relationship promotion focus positively predicted average anticipated 
connection success, but not changes in partner pursuit. In other words, increases in 
relationship promotion focus only predicted average increases in anticipated connection 
success after imagining being ghosted. Alternatively, relationship prevention focus did 
not predict anticipated connection success, but negatively predicted changes in partner 
pursuit. In other words, increases in relationship prevention focus only predicted 
decreases in partner pursuit after imagining being ghosted. See Table 8b for complete 
results for anticipated connection success and Table 9b for complete results for 
changes in partner pursuit. 
When self-esteem was entered as the predictor, it was found that self-esteem 
positively predicted both anticipated connection success and changes in partner pursuit. 
In other words, increases in self-esteem positively predicted increases in expectations 
about successfully finding a meaningful connection and increases in partner pursuit 
after imagining being ghosted. See Table 8c for complete results for anticipated 
connection success and Table 9c for complete results for changes in partner pursuit. 
Inclusion of Baseline Anticipated Connection Success and Instability of 
Self-Attributions as Covariates for Predicting Anticipated Connection Success. 
The regression analyses were rerun while controlling for the two covariates significantly 
correlated with anticipated connection success: baseline anticipated connection 
success ratings and average unstable self-attributions. When participants’ baseline 
anticipated connection success ratings and average unstable self-attributions were 
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added to the regression models, chronic promotion focus, relationship promotion focus, 
and self-esteem were no longer significant predictors of anticipated connection success. 
Instead, both baseline anticipated connection success and unstable self-attributions 
positively predicted anticipated connection success. In other words, higher average 
anticipated connection success after imagining being ghosted was predicted by higher 
anticipated connection success prior to imagining being ghosted and more blame for 
being ghosted on things the self said/did in the interactions. See Table 10a for full 
results for anticipated connection success with chronic promotion and prevention focus 
as predictors, Table 10b for full results for anticipated connection success with 
relationship promotion and prevention focus as predictors, and Table 10c for full results 
for anticipated connection success with self-esteem as predictor. 
Inclusion of Baseline Anticipated Connection Success, Unstable (Self- and 
Other) Attributions, and Social Pain as Predictors of Changes in Partner Pursuit. 
The regression analyses were rerun while controlling for the four covariates significantly 
correlated with changes in partner pursuit: baseline anticipated connection success 
ratings, average unstable self- and other attributions, and average social pain. When 
baseline anticipated connection success, attributions, and social pain were added to the 
regression models, chronic promotion focus no longer significantly predicted changes in 
partner pursuit. However, relationship prevention focus continued to be a significant, 
negative predictor of changes in partner pursuit and self-esteem continued to be a 
significant, positive predictor of changes in partner pursuit. In addition, change in 
partner pursuit was positively predicted by unstable other attributions and negatively 
predicted by social pain. In other words, increases in blame for being ghosted on what 
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the ghosting initiator said/did in the interactions predicted increases in average partner 
pursuit after being ghosted. See Table 11a for full results for changes in partner pursuit 
with chronic promotion and prevention focus as predictors, Table 11b for full results for 
changes in partner pursuit with relationship promotion and prevention focus as 
predictors, and Table 11c for full results for changes in partner pursuit with self-esteem 
as predictor. 
Gender Differences in Anticipated Connection Success and Changes in Partner 
Pursuit 
Because men tend to initiate and respond to contact in ODPs more than women 
(Botnen et al., 2018; Bruch & Newman, 2018, LeFebvre, 2017; Timmermans & 
Courtois, 2018) and women tend to decline (i.e., swipe left) on more potential partners 
than men (Levy et al., 2019), I tested for gender differences in anticipated connection 
success and changes in partner pursuit between men and women (the one non-binary 
participant was excluded for this analysis). None of the gender effects were significant. 
See Table 12 for average anticipated connection success and changes in partner 
pursuit by gender.  
Study 1 Discussion 
The main purpose of Study 1 was to identify an appropriate ghosting 
manipulation for Studies 2 and 3 that would produce reasonable changes in anticipated 
connection success and partner pursuit (RQ1a-b). There was a general trend of 
anticipated connection success and partner pursuit decreasing as the imagined 
experiences increased in synchronicity of interactions. The post hoc test results suggest 
that anticipated connection success is generally higher when users are ghosted after 
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only communicating through the ODP relative to meeting in-person for a date (with or 
without involving sex). Also, there were larger decreases in partner pursuit after in-
person interactions and videochatting than after interacting through the ODP, text 
messaging, social media, and phone calls. This may indicate that there is something 
unique about being ghosted after “seeing” each other, whether virtually or in-person, 
that may lead users to decrease their pursuit of potential partners. The lowest average 
anticipated connection success and largest average decreases in partner pursuit were 
reported for the two imagined experiences that involved being ghosted after an in-
person date (with and without sex). Because there was not a significant difference 
between imagining being ghosted after an in-person date with and without having sex, it 
was decided to use the context of being ghosted after an in-person date (without any 
specifications about sexual activity) for the ghosting manipulation of Studies 2 and 3.   
For exploratory purposes, (chronic and relationship) promotion and prevention 
focus and self-esteem were tested as predictors of average anticipated connection 
success and changes in partner pursuit (RQ2a-b). Consistent with previous research, 
expectations about goal achievement and pursuit of goals surrounding the use of online 
dating were influenced by regulatory focus (Förster et al., 2001) and self-esteem 
(Freedman et al., 2016; Murray et al., 2008; Nezlek et al., 1997). Chronic and 
relationship promotion focus and self-esteem were significant positive predictors of 
anticipated connection success. However, the associations between anticipated 
connection success and the main predictors (chronic and relationship promotion focus, 
self-esteem) were not robust when controlling participants’ baseline anticipated 
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connection success ratings and unstable self-attributions. Additionally, neither chronic 
nor relationship prevention predicted anticipated connection success. 
There were also differences in how chronic and relationship regulatory focus 
related to changes in partner pursuit. Chronic promotion focus and self-esteem 
independently predicted increased pursuit of potential partners after being ghosted 
while relationship prevention focus predicted decreased pursuit of potential partners 
after being ghosted. Neither chronic prevention focus nor relationship promotion focus 
significantly predicted changes in partner pursuit. Only relationship prevention focus and 
self-esteem continued to significantly predict changes in partner pursuit after controlling 
participants’ baseline anticipated connection success, (self- and other) attributions, and 
social pain. This indicates that relationship prevention focus and self-esteem may be 
stronger predictors of changes in partner pursuit than chronic promotion focus. 
Additionally, self-esteem had a notably strong positive correlation with chronic 
promotion focus, indicating possible conceptual overlap that makes it difficult to isolate 
the relationship between promotion focus and partner pursuit separate from self-esteem 
and partner pursuit. On the other hand, the association between relationship prevention 
focus and decreases in partner pursuit is consistent with previous research. Specifically, 
prevention-focused individuals tend to avoid pursuing goals that present risks (Förster 
et al., 2001; Higgins et al., 2001), including risks of rejection (Park & Baumeister, 2015), 
so it makes sense for individuals high in (relationship) prevention focus to pursue fewer 
potential partners after being ghosted. Considering that ghosting is a typical contact 
termination method in online dating, those high (versus low) in prevention focus may be 
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more prone to shifting into self-protective mode (i.e., reduced potential partner pursuit) 
after negative online dating experiences like being ghosted.  
Examining the associations between variables more broadly, there is evidence 
that anticipated connection success may be related to the self-attributions users make 
for being ghosted. Making relatively unstable self-attributions for being ghosted 
(attributions to one’s own words or actions rather than one’s own personality) 
significantly predicted higher anticipated connection success. If individuals believe that 
the things they said and did were the reason why they were ghosted, they may believe 
that they can avoid those words or actions in future interactions and maintain their 
optimistic expectations for connection. Alternatively, if individuals believe that the 
reason they were ghosted has more to do with stable traits (i.e., their 
personality/character), then they may expect future interactions will likely end in similar 
outcomes. This may explain why lower anticipated connection success was associated 
with relatively stable self-attributions for being ghosted (attribution to one’s personality 
traits). The lack of significant correlation between anticipated connection success and 
attributions about the ghosting initiator is not surprising because neither the ghosting 
initiator’s personality nor words/actions should relate to the possibility of success with 
future potential partners.  
Instability of self- (and other) attributions were also related to changes in partner 
pursuit, which suggests that users attributing the reason they were ghosted to 
words/actions by either themselves or the ghosting initiator was associated with 
reporting more average pursuit of potential partners after being ghosted. Additionally, 
the significant negative relationship between social pain and changes in partner pursuit 
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indicated that those who were less hurt by the ghosting experiences also tended to 
report more pursuit of potential partners after being ghosted. Users may pursue more 
potential partners after being ghosted if they do not feel as hurt by the ghosting 
experience, possibly because of less perceived threat of rejection (Murray et al., 2006). 
Together these results suggest that perceiving ghosting experiences as less painful and 
more to do with words/actions that could be avoided or altered in the future is related to 
seeking connections. Alternatively, perceiving ghosting experiences as more painful and 
more to do with one’s own personality is related to reducing pursuit of new possible 
connections. These results corroborate Williams’ (2009) Temporal Need-Threat Model, 
suggesting that users’ reflexive pain and reflective appraisal is connected to their pursuit 
of connection following a rejection experience. Taken as a whole, these results suggest 
that users’ perceptions of future opportunities for successful connections and pursuit of 
those opportunities can vary depending on how users interact with matches before 
being ghosted. Also, users’ perceptions and behaviors after being ghosted may be 
influenced by their regulatory motivation.  
Given that being ghosted after an in-person date with and without sex had a 
bigger impact on anticipated connection success and partner pursuit than nearly all 
other ghosting experiences, I selected the in-person date as the appropriate scenario 
for the manipulation in Studies 2 and 3. I also simplified the scenario to remove the 
mention of sex because there was no difference between being ghosted after an in-
person date with or without sex. Overall, the results of Study 1 were successful in 
identifying which type of imagined ghosting experience would be likely to bring about 
changes in anticipated connection success and potential partner pursuit (specifically 
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being ghosted after an in-person date with or without involving sex). There was also 
preliminary evidence that promotion and prevention focus are associated with 
anticipated connection success and potential partner pursuit. This paved the way for 
Study 2, which focused on examining how regulatory focus influences the relationship 
between a manipulation of ghosting (versus mutual contact termination) and 
perceptions of connection success, and how perceptions of connection success are 
associated with desire for and interest in potential partner pursuit.  
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Chapter 3: Study 2 
In Study 1, participants imagined several hypothetical ghosting experiences and 
reported how they believe each experience would affect their anticipated connection 
success and tendency to pursue potential partners. The aim of Study 2 was to 
manipulate the salience of being ghosted by having participants imagine going on an in-
person date with a potential partner that either ends in being ghosted by the match 
(ghosting condition) or mutual agreement to terminate contact because of 
incompatibility (control condition). The ghosting manipulation was decided based on the 
results of Study 1, which indicated that being ghosted after in-person dates is 
associated with lower anticipated connection success and decreases in partner pursuit 
relative to being ghosted after interacting through only computer-mediated channels. 
The ghosting manipulation was used to test the causal effect of imagining being 
ghosted on perceptions of connection success and pursuit of potential partners. 
As in Study 1, participants first reported on their online dating use (including 
ODPs used and motives for using online dating) to advance understanding of why 
participants used online dating and to compare this to existing literature on online dating 
motives (Buss & Schmitt, 1993; Li & Kenrick, 2006; Timmermans & De Caluwé, 2017b). 
Measuring participants’ motives allowed exploration of the effects of motives and/or 
control for them in analyses (but no hypotheses were made about the role of motives). 
Next participants completed the same measures in Study 1 for chronic and relationship 
regulatory focus and self-esteem to test these variables as moderators, given previous 
evidence that regulatory focus and self-esteem affect responses to social exclusion 
(e.g., Cameron et al., 2010; Brown et al., 2009; Förster et al., 2001; Maner et al., 2007; 
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Molden et al., 2009 Murray et al., 2000; Murray et al., 2008; Nezlek et al., 1997). 
Participants also completed baseline perceptions of connection success (to control for 
participants’ general perceptions in analyses of how perceptions of connection success 
are affected by ghosting condition). Then participants were randomly assigned to the 
ghosting or control condition. Participants reported on the social pain and threats to 
fundamental needs that they would feel if the imagined experience happened to assess 
the effectiveness of the manipulation and to measure the reflexive pain response 
(Williams, 2009) of being ghosted. Participants also reported on the attributions for the 
contact termination to measure the reflective appraisal (Williams, 2009) of the imagined 
experience and their assessment of the imagined experience as being realistic, easy to 
envision, and relatable to their own experiences (to test if there were significant 
differences between conditions in terms of being able to imagine the experience). Next 
participants reported on their perceptions of connection success to test as the mediating 
variables, given previous evidence that expectations affect responses to social 
exclusion (e.g., Baumeister et al., 2007; Maner et al., 2007; Sommer & Bernieri, 2014; 
Sommer et al., 2001; Williams & Wesselmann, 2011) as well as their desire for and 
interest in pursuit of potential partners (to test as the dependent variables). Then, 
participants reported on how their previous online dating interactions ended (to examine 
how common ghosting experiences were for participants) and their in-person date 
experiences in the past 12 months (and in relation to COVID-19) to explore differences 
in participants’ in-person experiences (given that the manipulation involves imagining 
contact termination following an in-person date). Lastly, participants reported on the 
effort they put forth into the study to eliminate participants that did not put forth sufficient 
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effort into the study. Associations between variables were assessed before executing 
the hypothesized moderated mediation models and exploring if the results were robust 
to inclusion of significant covariates. Finally, gender differences were explored due to 
previous evidence of gender differences in mate pursuit strategies in online dating 
(Botnen et al., 2018; Bruch & Newman, 2018, LeFebvre, 2017; Levy et al., 2019; 
Timmermans & Courtois, 2018; Xia et al., 2013). 
Model and Hypotheses  
In my model (see Figure 1), I proposed that the pathway between being ghosted, 
and pursuit of potential partners is mediated by perceptions of connection success, and 
that regulatory focus moderates the pathway from being ghosted to perceptions of 
connection success. Thus, a moderated mediation effect was anticipated.  
H1a: There will be a main effect of ghosting condition on perceptions of connection 
success such that those who imagine being ghosted will have lower perceptions of 
connection success relative to those who imagine mutual contact termination.  
H1b: The main effect of ghosting condition will be moderated by promotion focus, with 
those relatively high (versus low) in promotion focus (controlling for their prevention 
focus score) having more positive perceptions of connection success after imagining 
being ghosted.  
H1c: The main effect of ghosting condition will be moderated by prevention focus, with 
those relatively high (versus low) in prevention focus (controlling for their promotion 
focus score) having less perceptions of connection success after imagining being 
ghosted. 
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H2a: Higher perceptions of connection success after being ghosted will be associated 
with more desire to pursue potential partners. 
H2b: Higher perceptions of connection success after being ghosted will be associated 
with more interest in ODP options. 
H3a: Promotion focus will moderate the mediated pathway between being ghosted and 
perceptions of connection success, leading to increases in pursuit of potential partners. 
See Figure 2a. 
H3b: Prevention focus will moderate the mediated pathway between being ghosted and 
perceptions of connection success, leading to decreases in pursuit of potential partners. 
See Figure 2b. 
Study 2 Method 
Study 2 Participants 
Power Analysis 
The proposed moderated mediation model tested in Studies 2 and 3 is a novel 
prediction, so estimates of effect sizes were speculative. Rejection studies commonly 
produce medium effects (Blackhart et al., 2009), but there are publication and 
methodology biases that may inflate effect size estimates (Schäfer & Schwarz, 2019). 
To account for this possible inflation, I reduced the estimate of the first stage interaction 
effect to the average between a small and medium effect, f = .085. Also, alpha was set 
to .005, based on Benjamin and colleagues (2018) recommendations for novel 
discoveries. To achieve 80% power with α = .05, an effect size of f = .085, and a = .005 
for a linear multiple regression, fixed model, R2 increase, a sample size of 161 was 
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recommended. Assuming a 40% attrition rate, I aimed to recruit a minimum of 225 
participants.  
Recruitment 
There were 282 participants recruited from Prolific Academic. Of those recruited, 
99 did not meet the eligibility requirements (eight reported not being fluent in English, 62 
reported not currently using ODPs, and 29 reported being in a romantic relationship 
while currently using ODPs). Three other participants timed out of the study and an 
additional two participants were removed for providing poor responses to the writing 
prompt. The total sample used for analyses was 178. 
Demographics 
Participants were an average of 24.26 years old (SD = 5.39, Range = 18-44). A 
majority of the sample identified as men (68.0%, n = 121), 30.3% (n = 54) identified as 
women, 0.6% (n = 1) as non-binary, and 0.6% (n = 1) as gender fluid. As in Study 1, 
participants predominantly identified as heterosexual (78.1%, n = 139), 12.9% identified 
as bisexual (n = 23), 5.6% as homosexual (n = 10), 1.1% as pansexual (n = 2), and 
0.6% as asexual (n = 1). Three participants (1.7%) reported that their sexual orientation 
was not listed and indicated that they identified as queer (0.6%, n = 1), demisexual 
(0.6%, n = 1), and confused (0.6%, n = 1), respectively. Also, similar to Study 1, 
participants identified predominantly as White (77.5%, n = 138), 11.2% (n = 20) as 
Asian, 11.2% (n = 20) as Latino/Hispanic, 2.8% (n = 5) as Black, 1.7% (n = 3) as 
Caribbean/West Indian, and 1.1% (n = 2) as Middle Eastern/North African. One 
participant (0.6%) did not report their ethnicity. Only 6.7% (n = 12) identified as 
multiracial. Participants resided in 24 countries, with 82.6% (n = 147) from Europe, 
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14.0% (n = 25) from North America, 1.1% (n = 2) from Africa, 1.1% (n = 2) from South 
America, 0.6% (n = 1) from Asia, and 0.6% (n =1) unreported. See Table 13 for more 
details about participants’ country of residence. 
Study 2 Procedure 
Participants first completed measures related to their online dating experiences. 
Second, participants reported on their regulatory focus (moderating variables) and self-
esteem (alternative moderating variable). Next, participants were told that we are 
interested in learning more about their online dating behaviors and they will be 
instructed to write a response to an imagined experience. Participants were randomly 
assigned to imagine being ghosted by a match (ghosting condition) or mutually agreeing 
with a match to terminate contact (control condition). Participants wrote about how they 
would react to the imagined experience and completed several manipulation check 
items. Next, participants reported their perceptions of connection success with potential 
partners (mediating variables) and indicated their desire to pursue potential partners on 
ODPs (dependent variable). As an additional measure of pursuit, participants also 
reported on interest in options for an alleged new ODP created by the research team. 
Then, participants reported on demographic information, their own previous ghosting 
experiences, and their experiences with in-person dates during COVID-19. Finally, 
participants reported how much effort they put into their participation in the study.  
Study 2 Measures and Materials 
Online Dating Use. Participants reported on which ODPs they have used. 
Participants were given a similar list as Study 1, with the additions of Her and Lovoo 
(provided by more than 1 participant in Study 1) and with the removal of Clover and 
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Wild (based on no participants reporting use of these ODPs in Study 1). Participants 
used an average of 2.22 ODPs (SD = 1.39, Range = 1-8). Participants also reported on 
the same motives for using online dating as in Study 1, and their perceptions of 
connection success on ODPs (as a baseline assessment of perceptions of connection 
success). As in Study 1, the most commonly reported ODP used was Tinder (86.5%, n 
= 154). A total of 31 different ODPs were reported by participants (20 from the provided 
list and 11 additional ODPs listed by participants). See Table 14 for a complete list of 
ODPs used by participants. The most common reasons reported by participants for 
using ODPs were curiosity (M = 3.79, SD = 0.99) and finding a romantic relationship (M 
= 3.69, SD = 1.23). See Table 15 for more details about participants’ reasons for using 
ODPs.  
Regulatory Focus. Because the RFQ and the Regulatory Focus in 
Relationships Scale were not consistently and significantly correlated in Study 1, 
participants in Study 2 completed both the RFQ (Higgins et al., 2001) and Regulatory 
Focus in Relationships Scale (Winterheld & Simpson, 2011). The promotion focus 
subscale for the RFQ (Higgins et al., 2001) was relatively low in reliability (α = .59) but 
when item six “I have found very few hobbies or activities in my life that capture my 
interest or motivate me to put effort into them.” (reverse-scored) was removed, the 
subscale had more adequate reliability (α = .69), so the promotion focus subscale was 
used without item six1. The prevention focus subscale for the RFQ (Higgins et al., 2001) 
 
1 Retaining item six in the average score for chronic promotion focus did not alter the results of any 
moderated mediation analyses with chronic promotion focus, but it was deemed appropriate to use the 
measure with higher reliability. 
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had adequate reliability (α = .76). Relationship promotion and prevention focus 
subscales both had high reliability (α = .82, α = .78, respectively). 
Self-Esteem. As in Study 1, participants completed the Rosenberg Self-Esteem 
Scale (Rosenberg, 1965) to evaluate self-esteem as an alternative moderator (α = .90). 
Imagined Experience. Participants were instructed to imagine themselves in a 
hypothetical online dating experience. As in Study 1, participants were told: “We want to 
get a sense of how you would respond to a typical online dating experience. Draw from 
your own related experiences as you imagine what it would be like to be in the following 
situation.”  
Participants were randomly assigned to imagine an experience of being ghosted 
(ghosting condition) or mutually agreeing to terminate contact (control condition). In 
Study 1, being ghosted after an in-person date (with or without having sex) was 
associated with the lowest average anticipated connection success and largest average 
decreases in partner pursuit. These results led to specifying in the experimental 
manipulation of Study 2 that the imagined experience would involve an in-person date 
(collapsing the variations of with and without sex given that they did not significantly 
differ). Specifically, the ghosting manipulation of Study 2 involved imagining being 
ghosted or mutual contact termination after an in-person date. Participants in the 
ghosting condition read:  
“Imagine that you have been talking to someone on an online dating platform. 
After going on a date in person, you feel that you both have a meaningful 
connection and are highly compatible. However, the person unexpectedly stops 
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responding to your messages and does not tell you why, and it appears that they 
will not interact with you again. In other words, this person has ghosted you.”  
Participants in the control condition read:  
“Imagine that you have been talking to someone on an online dating platform. 
After going on a date in person, you both do not feel that you have a meaningful 
connection and do not feel compatible with one another. You both stop 
responding to each other’s messages and it appears that you will not interact 
with them again. In other words, you both have terminated contact.” 
Threats to Fundamental Needs. To ensure that the manipulation differentially 
affected participants’ perceived threats to fundamental needs, participants were asked 
to respond to four items (one for each fundamental need) modified from Jamieson and 
colleagues’ (2010) Assessment of Need Satisfaction Following Ostracism Measure. 
Participants rated what best represents their feelings while imagining the experience on 
5-point Likert scales from not at all (1) to extremely (5). The four items are: “I would feel 
rejected” (to measure threat to belonging); “I would feel good about myself” (to measure 
threat to self-esteem, reverse-scored); “I would feel invisible” (to measure threat to 
meaningful existence); “I would feel in control of the situation” (to measure threat to 
control, reverse-scored). These four items had high reliability (α = .80) and were 
averaged into a threatened needs composite. 
Social Pain. Participants rated their perceived social pain with the same single 
item from Study 1 to measure the reflexive pain response to ghosting. 
Attributions. Participants were asked four questions about their attributions for 
the imagined experience to measure the reflective appraisal of the imagined ghosting 
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experience. Specifically, participants were asked “For this experience, how much do 
you think that the reason interactions ended would have something to do with who you 
are as a person (meaning your personality or character)?” to measure the degree of 
stable internal (self) attributions and “For this experience, how much do you think that 
the reason interactions ended would have something to do with something you said/did 
in your interactions?” to measure the degree of unstable internal (self) attributions. 
Participants were also asked “For this experience, how much do you think that the 
reason interactions ended would have something to do with who the other person is as 
a person (meaning their personality or character)?” to measure the degree of stable 
external (other) attributions and “For this experience, how much do you think that the 
reason interactions ended would have something to do with something they said/did in 
your interactions?” to measure the degree of unstable external (other) attributions. The 
four items were rated on a 5-point Likert scale from not at all (1) to extremely (5). 
Writing Task. To induce participants into the emotional and cognitive state 
associated with being ghosted, participants briefly wrote about their perceived reasons 
for why the experience would occur and their reactions to the experience (cf. Sommer et 
al., 2001). Participants in both conditions were given the following instructions:  
“Describe what you would consider to be the main cause of why the interactions 
stopped in this experience and how it would make you feel, think, and behave. 
Describe each step that you would take after the interactions stop and the 
thoughts and feelings that you would experience as you go through each step. 
Please write as many details as possible for the next three to five minutes.” 
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Participants were instructed to spend the next three to five minutes responding to 
the prompt to ensure that participants spent sufficient time reflecting on the prompt and 
being induced into the emotional state of the imagined experience. Participants were 
shown a countdown clock so that they were aware of how much time they have to write. 
Participants were also prevented from continuing to the next screen until at least three 
minutes had passed. Participants wrote an average of 106.33 words (SD = 51.00) and 
spent an average of 6.57 minutes (SD = 4.04) on the writing prompt page. 
Imagined Experience Assessment. After their written response, participants 
reported on their ease of envisioning themselves in the imagined experiences. 
Participants will answer “How realistic does this situation seem?” on a 5-point Likert 
scale from not at all realistic (1) to very realistic (5) and “How easy is it to imagine this 
situation happening in real life?” on a 5-point Likert scale from very difficult (1) to very 
easy (5) (cf. Breen & Kashdan, 2011). To examine if participants were drawing from 
their personal experiences, participants were also asked “How much were you thinking 
of your own online dating experiences as you were writing?” and rate their response on 
a 5-point Likert scale from not at all (1) to completely (5). 
Perceptions of Connection Success. Participants were asked about their 
perceived future success with potential partners and how important it would be to 
successfully form a meaningful connection with the same two items used in Study 1. 
There was a positive correlation between anticipated and importance of connection 
success, r(176) = .35, p < .001, but the correlation was not strong enough to warrant 
averaging the two items into a composite. There was also not adequate internal 
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consistency between the two items (Spearman-Brown ρ = .52). Thus, the items were 
tested separately as mediators. 
Desire for Potential Partner Pursuit. Participants rated their desire in pursuing 
potential partners on a 5-point Likert scale from no desire to pursue potential partners 
(1) to extremely strong desire to pursue potential partners (5). 
Interest in ODP Options. As a supplementary assessment of pursuit, 
participants were asked questions about their interest in registering for a new 
relationship-science-based ODP created by the research team. Participants indicated 
interest in registering for the ODP, using a friend feature to find individuals to form 
friendships with (which would allow them to make novel, platonic connections) and 
using paid features (which would allow them additional screening and connecting 
opportunities). These questions were rated on 5-point Likert scales from not at all 
interested (1) to extremely interested (5). The three items had adequate internal 
consistency (α = .62) and were averaged into a composite interest in ODP options 
score.2 
Demographics. Participants reported the same demographic information as in 
Study 1 on age, gender identity, sexual orientation, racial identity, and country 
residence. 
Previous Ghosting Experiences. Participants responded to the same measure 
from Study 1 involving indicating the percentages of their previous online dating 
experiences that have ended due to ghosting (as initiator, recipient, or mutual), explicit 
 
2 The three interest options were also tested separately as dependent variables, and the significant 
effects reported in the moderated mediation models were primarily driven by one variable: interest in 
signing up for the ODP. However, the results of the moderated mediation models were generally 
consistent across all three interest options. 
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rejection (as initiator or recipient), mutual expression of disinterest, and other. The most 
common reasons why interactions ended with previous online dating partners were 
being ghosted by the other person (M = 23.3%, SD = 20.0%) or mutual ghosting (M = 
23.2%, SD = 20.1%). This corroborates the results of Study 1 and the theoretical 
reasoning of this research that ghosting is a common experience in online dating. See 
Table 16 for more details about how participants reported their previous online dating 
interactions ended.  
Dates During COVID-19. The results of Study 1 demonstrated that being 
ghosted after an in-person date (either with or without having sex) resulted in the lowest 
average anticipated connection success and the largest average decreases in partner 
pursuit. Given that data collection occurred during the COVID-19 pandemic (specifically 
January-February 2021), several questions were added to assess participants’ 
experiences with in-person dates during COVID-19. Participants were asked to estimate 
how many in-person dates they had been on and how many people they went on in-
person dates with within the last 12 months. Participants reported going on average of 
3.54 in-person dates (SD = 4.85, Range = 0-30) with an average of 2.23 people (SD = 
3.30, Range = 0-30). Furthermore, 24.7% (n = 44) of participants reported not going on 
in-person dates within the last 12 months. Of those who did go on in-person dates 
(75.3%, n = 134), the average number of in-person dates was 4.70 (SD = 5.07, Range = 
1-30) with an average of 2.96 people (SD = 3.51, Range = 1-30), indicating that at least 
some participants went on multiple dates with the same individual. 
Participants also rated how much they wanted to go on in-person dates within the 
last 12 months on a 5-point scale from not at all (1) to very much (5). Finally, 
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participants rated their agreement with the statement “I wish I could have gone on more 
in-person dates since the COVID-19 pandemic began” on a 5-point scale from strongly 
disagree (1) to strongly agree (5). Participants were to some extent interested in going 
on in-person dates (M = 3.35, SD = 1.05) and generally agreed that they went on fewer 
dates than they would have liked because of COVID-19 social contact restrictions (M = 
4.13, SD = 1.16).3 
Self-Reported Effort. As in Study 1, participants were given modified 
instructions taken from Meade and Craig (2012) to assess how much effort they put 
forth in the study. Participants general self-reported effort in the study was quite high (M 
= 4.54, SD = 0.60). 
Study 2 Results 
Manipulation Check 
 Because ghosting should be perceived as a form of social exclusion, imagining 
being ghosted (relative to imagining mutual contact termination) was intended to not 
only affect perceptions and pursuit of potential partners, but also elicit more threats to 
fundamental needs and social pain. Thus, independent samples t-tests were conducted 
to examine differences in threats to fundamental needs and social pain by condition. 
Also, both the ghosting and control condition were expected to be realistic imagined 
experiences that participants could easily envision and relate to their own experiences. 
Therefore, independent samples t-tests were also conducted to ensure participants’ 
assessment of the imagined experience did not differ significantly between conditions.  
 
3 Analyses were rerun with only participants who reported going on at least one in-person date in the last 
12 months, but the pattern was the same as when all participants were included.  
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 The results indicated that average threats to fundamental needs were 
significantly higher in the ghosting condition than the control condition, t(170.51) = 9.95, 
p < .001 (equal variances not assumed, F = 5.94, p = .016). Similarly, average social 
pain was significantly higher in the ghosting condition than the control condition, t(176) = 
9.03, p < .001. In other words, on average participants felt more rejected, less good 
about themselves, more invisible, less in control of the situation, and more hurt when 
they imagined being ghosted than when they imagined mutual contact termination. 
Furthermore, there were no significant differences between conditions in terms of how 
realistic the imagined experience was, t(176) = -1.06, p = .291, how easy it was to 
envision the experience occurring in real life, t(176) = -0.11, p = .912, or how much 
participants reported thinking of their own experiences as they were writing, t(175) = -
0.77, p = .444. In sum, these results demonstrate that the manipulation was successful 
in terms of producing more threats to fundamental needs and social pain in the ghosting 
(versus control) condition, but also producing comparable realistic experiences that 
participants could easily imagine and relate to their own experiences. See Figure 5 for 
means and standard deviations by condition for all outcomes. 
Correlations between Key Variables for Moderated Mediation Models 
Before executing the moderated mediation models to test the hypotheses, the 
correlations among variables were assessed. Similar to Study 1, chronic and 
relationship promotion focus were significantly, positively correlated. However, chronic 
and relationship prevention focus were significantly, negatively correlated, so chronic 
and relationship regulatory focus measures were tested separately as moderators.  
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 Given the moderating role of self-esteem on social exclusion (e.g., Cameron et 
al., 2010; Murray et al., 2000; Nezlek et al., 1997), self-esteem was measured to include 
as an alternative moderator (in the event that promotion or prevention focus were not 
significant moderators). Also, baseline ratings of anticipated and importance of 
connection success were measured to include these variables as covariates in analyses 
of the effect of ghosting condition on perceptions of connection success. Self-esteem 
was not significantly correlated with either dependent variable (desire to pursue 
potential partners or interest in ODP options) but was positively correlated with 
anticipated connection success. Additionally, baseline anticipated connection success 
was significantly, positively correlated with (post-manipulation) anticipated connection 
success, desire to pursue potential partners, and interest in ODP options. Similarly, 
baseline importance of connection success had significant positive correlations with 
(post-manipulation) importance of connection success, desire to pursue potential 
partners, and interest in ODP options. Thus, baseline measures of both anticipated and 
importance of connection success were tested as covariates in subsequent analyses to 
see if results were robust to their inclusion. See Table 17 for variable means, standard 
deviations, and intercorrelations. 
Moderated Mediation Models 
Model 7 (Moderated Mediation Model) in the PROCESS (Hayes, 2013) Macro in 
SPSS was used to test the effect of imagining being ghosted on the pursuit of potential 
partners, the mediating effects of anticipated and importance of connection success 
(H1a-b), and the conditional effect of regulatory focus (H2a-b). Each of the four types of 
regulatory focus (i.e., chronic and relationship promotion and prevention focus) was 
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tested individually as the moderator in four sets of analyses. For each test of the 
moderated mediated model (H3a-b), the moderator was mean centered. Because 
anticipated and importance of connection success did not have a strong enough 
correlation to warrant creating a composite, anticipated and importance of connection 
success were entered into the model individually as simultaneous mediators. See 
Figure 6 for a conceptual representation of the revised moderated mediation models 
tested. 
Across all the tested moderated mediation models, there was no direct effect of 
being ghosted on desire or interest in potential partner pursuit. There was no main 
effect of ghosting condition on either anticipated or importance of connection success in 
any of the models (contrary to H1a). The models with chronic promotion or prevention 
focus as moderators did not reveal any support for H1a-c because there was no main 
effect of ghosting condition on either mediator (H1a) and there was no significant 
interaction between ghosting condition and chronic promotion (H1b) or prevention focus 
(H1c). However, the models with relationship promotion or prevention focus as 
moderators did reveal partial support for H1a-b. 
Across all models, both anticipated and importance of connection success had 
significant positive associations with desire for potential partner pursuit (consistent with 
H2a) but were not associated with interest in ODP options (contrary to H2b). In other 
words, those who had higher expectations for successfully finding a meaningful 
connection on ODPs and felt successfully finding a meaningful connection was more 
important had more desire to pursue potential partners on ODPs (but not more interest 
in ODP options).  
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There was not significant evidence of moderated mediation by chronic regulatory 
focus, but there was some evidence of moderated mediation for relationship-specific 
regulatory focus (H3a-b). Results unique to the individual models are described below.  
Chronic Promotion Focus as Moderator 
The first set of moderated mediation models tested chronic promotion focus as 
the moderator (controlling for participants’ chronic prevention focus scores) and 
anticipated and importance of connection success as mediators. I first examined desire 
to pursue potential partners as the dependent variable. Both anticipated and importance 
of connection success were associated with desire to pursue potential partners 
(consistent with H2a). There was no main effect of ghosting condition on either 
anticipated or importance of connection success (contrary to H1a), no significant 
ghosting condition X promotion focus interaction (contrary to H2b), and no evidence of 
moderated mediation (contrary to H3a). See Table 18 for the full moderated mediation 
model results. No significant effects were found when the model was executed with 
interest in the ODP options as the dependent variable (and thus there was no support 
for H1a, H1b, H2a, or H3a). See Table 19 for full moderated mediation model results.  
Chronic Prevention Focus as Moderator 
The second set of moderated mediation models was then executed with chronic 
prevention focus as the moderator (controlling for participants’ chronic promotion focus 
scores) and anticipated and importance of connection success as mediators. I first 
tested desire to pursue potential partners as the dependent variable. There was no 
main effect of ghosting condition on either anticipated or importance of connection 
success (contrary to H1a), no significant ghosting condition X prevention focus 
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interaction (contrary to H1c), and no evidence of moderated mediation (contrary to 
H3b). Neither anticipated nor importance of connection success were associated with 
desire to pursue potential partners (contrary to H2a). See Table 20 for full moderated 
mediation model results. No significant effects were found when the model was 
executed with interest in the ODP options as the dependent variable (and thus there 
was no support for H1a, H1c, H2b, and H3b). See Table 21 for full moderated mediation 
model results.   
Relationship Promotion Focus as Moderator 
A third set of moderated mediation models was then run with relationship 
promotion focus as the moderator (controlling for participants’ relationship prevention 
focus scores) and anticipated and importance of connection success as mediators. 
Desire to pursue potential partners was tested as the dependent variable first. Contrary 
to H1a-b, neither the main effect of ghosting condition nor the ghosting condition X 
relationship promotion focus interaction significantly predicted either mediator 
(anticipated or importance of connection success). Both anticipated and importance of 
connection success were significantly associated with desire to pursue potential 
partners (consistent with H2a). Thus, relationship promotion focus did not moderate the 
relationship between condition and the mediating variables of anticipated or importance 
of connection success (contrary to H3a). However, there was a main effect of 
relationship promotion focus on each mediator (anticipated and importance of 
connection success). This indicates that regardless of condition those high (versus low) 
in relationship promotion focus (controlling for their relationship prevention focus scores) 
had higher expectations and importance of successfully finding a meaningful connection 
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on an ODP, partially supporting H1b. See Table 22 for full moderated mediation model 
results. 
I then completed the same model with interest in the ODP options as the 
dependent variable. Contrary to H1a-b, neither the main effect of ghosting condition nor 
the ghosting condition X relationship promotion focus interaction significantly predicted 
either mediator (anticipated or importance of connection success). Therefore, contrary 
to H3a, relationship promotion focus did not moderate the relationship between 
condition and the mediating variables of anticipated or importance of connection 
success. However, as was true in the model predicting desire for partner pursuit, there 
was a main effect of relationship promotion focus on importance of connection success. 
See Table 23 for full moderated mediation model results. 
Relationship Prevention Focus as Moderator 
The fourth and final set of moderated mediation models was then run with 
relationship prevention focus as the moderator (controlling for participants’ relationship 
promotion focus scores) and anticipated and importance of connection success as 
mediators. Desire to pursue potential partners was first tested as the dependent 
variable. Contrary to H1a, the main effect of the ghosting condition did not significantly 
predict either mediator (anticipated or importance of connection success), and the 
ghosting condition X relationship prevention focus interaction did not significantly predict 
anticipated connection success (contrary to H1c). Hence, relationship prevention focus 
did not moderate the relationship between condition and anticipated connection success 
(contrary to H3a). 
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However, consistent with H1c, the ghosting condition X relationship prevention 
focus interaction significantly predicted importance of connection success such that 
after being ghosted, those high (versus low) in relationship prevention focus had lower 
importance of connection success, and decreases in importance of connection success 
predicted decreases in desire for potential partner pursuit. Thus, the overall moderated 
mediation model of H3b was supported with importance of connection success as the 
mediator and partner pursuit as the outcome, moderated mediation index = -0.07, SE = 
0.04, 95% CI (-0.17, -0.002). The conditional indirect effect of being ghosted on 
decreased desire for partner pursuit through reductions in importance of connection 
success was only significant among those one SD above the mean in relationship 
prevention focus, b = -0.07, SE = 0.05, 95% CI (-0.18, -0.001). The conditional indirect 
effect was nonsignificant among those at the mean level of relationship prevention 
focus, b = -0.02, SE = 0.03, 95% CI (-0.08, 0.03), and those one SD below the mean in 
relationship prevention focus, b = 0.03, SE = 0.04, 95% CI (-0.04, 0.11). See Figure 7 
for the results of the indirect effect of condition X relationship prevention focus on 
importance of connection success. Interestingly, there was also a significant main effect 
of relationship prevention focus on importance of connection success, suggesting 
finding a meaningful connection is generally important to those high (versus low) in 
relationship prevention focus. See Table 24 for full moderated mediation model results. 
I then performed the same model with interest in the ODP options as the 
dependent variable. Contrary to H1a-b, neither the main effect of ghosting condition nor 
the ghosting condition X relationship prevention focus interaction significantly predicted 
either mediator (anticipated or importance of connection success). Additionally, contrary 
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to H3b, relationship prevention focus did not moderate the relationship between 
condition and the mediating variables of anticipated or importance of connection 
success. However, as was true in the model predicting desire for partner pursuit, there 
was a main effect of relationship prevention focus on importance of connection success. 
This indicates that, in general, successfully finding a meaningful connection was more 
important among those high (versus low) in relationship prevention focus. See Table 25 
for full moderated mediation model results.  
Self-Esteem as Moderator 
Because self-esteem has been found to moderate responses to social exclusion 
(e.g., Cameron et al., 2010; Murray et al., 2000; Nezlek et al., 1997), the moderated 
mediation model was run with self-esteem as the moderator. Self-esteem was largely 
unrelated to the model, resulting in nonsignificant effects apart from a significant main 
effect of self-esteem on anticipated connection success. 
Ancillary Analyses 
Moderated Mediation Models, Controlling for Baseline Anticipated and 
Importance of Connection Success Ratings 
All moderated mediation models with regulatory focus as the moderator were 
rerun while simultaneously controlling for two covariates: baseline ratings of anticipated 
and importance of connection success (rated prior to the ghosting manipulation). These 
covariates were included because of their significant association with the dependent 
variables (desire to pursue potential partners and interest in ODP options).  
As detailed below, the significant effects of anticipated and importance of 
connection success in the models were sustained when the covariates were included. 
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Baseline anticipated and importance of connection success ratings were not associated 
with desire to pursue potential partners, but baseline anticipated connection success 
ratings were associated with interest in ODP options. While the models with chronic 
promotion and prevention focus as moderators remained the same with the inclusion of 
covariates, the effects of relationship promotion and prevention focus as moderators 
were no longer significant. Only the results that are altered by the inclusion of covariates 
are described below. 
Relationship Promotion Focus as Moderator. For the moderated mediation 
models with relationship promotion focus as moderator, the main effect of relationship 
promotion focus on both mediators (anticipated and importance of connection success) 
was no longer significant after adding the covariates. However, relationship promotion 
focus was significantly, positively correlated with baseline ratings of importance of 
connection success (and the correlation with baseline anticipated connection success 
ratings approached significance) so there may be multicollinearity issues. See Table 26 
for full moderated mediation model results with desire to pursue potential partners as 
the dependent variable and see Table 27 for the full model results with interest in ODP 
options as the dependent variable. 
Relationship Prevention Focus as Moderator. For the moderated mediation 
models with relationship prevention focus as moderator, the main effect of relationship 
prevention focus on importance of connection success was no longer significant when 
the two covariates were included in the model. Additionally, the indirect effect of 
relationship prevention focus on the pathway between condition and importance of 
connection success was no longer significant for the moderated mediation model with 
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desire to pursue potential partners as the dependent variable. However, relationship 
prevention focus was significantly, positively correlated with baseline ratings of 
importance of connection success so there may be multicollinearity issues. See Table 
28 for full moderated mediation model results with desire to pursue potential partners as 
the dependent variable. See Table 29 for full moderated mediation model results with 
interest in the ODP options as the dependent variable. 
Moderated Mediation Models with Gender as Moderator 
Given gender differences have previously been found to be related to pursuit 
behaviors in online dating (Botnen et al., 2018; Bruch & Newman, 2018, LeFebvre, 
2017; Levy et al., 2019; Timmermans & Courtois, 2018; Xia et al., 2013), gender 
differences were explored in the moderated mediation models by using Model 10 of the 
PROCESS Macro (Hayes, 2013) which tests for two moderators (regulatory focus and 
gender) on the pathway from the independent variable (condition) to the mediating 
variables (anticipated and importance of connection success) as well as tests the 
moderator (gender) on the pathway from the independent variable (condition) to the 
dependent variable (potential partner pursuit). Men were coded as 1 and women were 
coded as 2. Those who did not identify as men or women were excluded from these 
analyses. See Figure 8 for a visual representation of the conceptual model.  
The previously reported effects were largely unchanged by adding gender as a 
moderator. However, gender moderated the effect of condition on importance of 
connection success across all models. In the ghosting condition, men tended to have 
higher average importance of connection success compared to women. Conversely, in 
the control condition, men tended to have lower average importance of connection 
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success compared to women. This was true whether chronic or relationship promotion 
or prevention focus was the moderator, and whether partner pursuit or interest in ODP 
options was the outcome. The only previously reported results that were altered by 
including gender as a moderator were for the models in which relationship prevention 
focus was also a moderator. The condition X relationship prevention focus interaction 
on importance of connection success dropped to nonsignificance when desire to pursue 
partners was the outcome (see Table 30), and when interest in ODP options was the 
outcome (see Table 31). There was underrepresentation of women in the sample, so 
these results should be interpreted with caution.  
Study 2 Discussion 
The goal of Study 2 was to assess if imagining being ghosted affects perceptions 
of connection success and potential partner pursuit and if regulatory focus moderates 
the effect of being ghosted on perceptions of connection success. There was no 
significant main effect of ghosting condition on perceptions of connection success so 
H1a was not supported. Thus, it does not appear that imagining being ghosted directly 
altered participants’ anticipated or importance of connection success. Despite the 
manipulation not directly affecting potential partner pursuit, those in the ghosting 
condition reported more average social pain and threats to fundamental needs than 
those who in the control condition. This suggests that imagining being ghosted is hurtful 
and leads to feeling more rejected and invisible, less good about the self, and less in 
control of the situation relative to mutually terminating contact with a potential partner. 
This also indicates that while being ghosted is painful, individuals’ potential partner 
pursuit does not necessarily increase or decrease after being ghosted. As outlined in 
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Williams’s (2009) Temporal Need-Threat Model, the reflexive pain response is only the 
first stage of responding to rejection and subsequent methods of coping with rejection 
can vary. It was assumed that, in this context, responding to being ghosted would vary 
by individuals’ regulatory focus, but the evidence to support this assumption was mixed. 
Across all models (regardless of regulatory focus moderator), anticipated and 
importance of connection success were positively associated with desire to pursue 
potential partners (supporting H2a). This is consistent with previous evidence that 
expectations about future connections impacts responses to being rejected (e.g., 
Baumeister et al., 2007; Maner et al., 2007; Sommer et al., 2001; Williams & 
Wesselmann, 2011). For example, if expectations of connection success are low, then 
individuals are less likely to attempt pursuing partners for connection (Brown et al., 
2009). However, participants’ anticipated and importance of connection success were 
not associated with interest in ODP options (contrary to H2b). Interest in ODP options 
was only related to participants’ baseline anticipated connection success rating on 
ODPs (prior to the manipulation). Specifically, there was evidence that those who 
initially (prior to imagining an online dating experience) had relatively high (versus low) 
expectations about successfully finding a meaningful connection were more interested 
in the ODP options. These results reveal that desire for potential partner pursuit is 
influenced by individuals’ expectations for and importance of successfully finding a 
meaningful connection following imagining contact termination, but interest in ODP 
options may be more influenced by more general (i.e., without imagining an online 
dating experience involving unilateral or mutual contact termination) perceived 
importance of successfully finding a meaningful connection. 
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The effects of anticipated and importance of connection success on desire for 
and interest in partner pursuit following the ghosting manipulation were expected to be 
moderated by participants’ regulatory focus. Specifically, I had hypothesized that for 
people relatively higher (versus lower) in promotion focus, being ghosted would lead to 
more positive perceptions of connection success (controlling for participants’ prevention 
focus scores) and that increases in perceptions of connection success would lead to 
higher desire to pursue potential partners and interest in ODP options (H3a). These 
predicted effects were only partially supported, with different results for chronic versus 
relationship promotion focus. In other words, the effects of promotion focus on the 
mediating variables (anticipated and importance of connection success) were 
dependent on how regulatory focus was measured.  
Chronic promotion focus did not predict anticipated or importance of connection 
success, but relationship promotion focus did. Neither chronic nor relationship 
promotion focus moderated the ghosting manipulation (contrary to H3a). Despite the 
lack of moderation of promotion focus on the relationship between condition and the 
mediators (anticipated and importance of connection success), those relatively high 
(versus low) in relationship promotion focus tended to have higher anticipated and 
importance of connection success ratings regardless of condition (partially supporting 
H1b). Thus, imagining being ghosted does not seem to deter connection goals among 
those high (versus low) in relationship promotion focus (because their expectations and 
perceived importance for finding a meaningful connection were not different when 
imagining being ghosted versus imagining mutually terminating contact with a potential 
partner). These effects are consistent with previous evidence that promotion-focused 
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individuals’ expectations about goal achievement relate to their perceived importance of 
goal achievement (Shah & Higgins, 1997).  
It was also predicted that, for people relatively higher (versus lower) in prevention 
focus, being ghosted would lead to a decrease in anticipated and importance of 
connection success (controlling for participants’ promotion scores) (H1c) and lead to 
lower desire to pursue potential partners and interest in ODP pursuit options (H3b). 
Again, support for H1c and H3b depended on how regulatory focus was measured. 
Chronic prevention focus was unrelated to anticipated or importance of connection 
success (contrary to H1b). Relationship prevention focus was also unrelated to 
anticipated connection success (contrary to H1b). However, relationship prevention 
focus moderated the effect of being ghosted on importance of connection success as 
expected: those relatively high (versus low) in relationship prevention focus reported 
lower importance of successfully finding a meaningful connection after imagining being 
ghosted (supporting H1b and H3b). Furthermore, lower levels of importance of 
connection success predicted lower desire to pursue potential partners (supporting 
H2a), but not lower interest in ODP options (contrary to H2b). Previous research has 
found prevention-focused individuals tend to expect to fail and attach importance to 
pursuing goals that avert failure (Shah & Higgins, 1997). While there was not support 
that prevention-focused individuals expected to be unsuccessful in finding a meaningful 
connection on ODPs (as originally predicted in H2b), there is evidence that pursuing a 
meaningful connection on ODPs was not as important to those high in (relationship) 
prevention focus after being ghosted. Furthermore, those high in relationship prevention 
focus did generally value finding a meaningful connection (as demonstrated in the main 
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effect of relationship prevention focus on importance of connection success). This 
suggests that those who are relatively more prevention-focused in their relationships 
may generally value connection but place less importance on connection goals after 
being ghosted. In other words, there could be a shift in priorities among prevention-
focused individuals after experiencing rejection. 
There was evidence that being ghosted differentially affected the importance of 
connection success as a function of gender. Specifically, men (versus women) tended 
to rate successfully finding a meaningful connection on ODPs as more important after 
imagining being ghosted. Alternatively, men (versus women) tended to rate successfully 
finding a meaningful connection on ODPs as less important after imagining mutual 
contact termination. However, men and women did not seem to differ in their 
perceptions or pursuit of potential partners. 
Although the moderated mediation model was only supported in terms of 
relationship prevention focus moderating the relationship between the ghosting 
manipulation and importance of connection success (when desire to pursue potential 
partners was the dependent variable), there is notable evidence that individuals’ 
expectations and value of achieving a meaningful connection on ODPs does affect 
desire for potential partner pursuit. The way that individuals’ motivational systems 
influence beliefs about successfully finding a meaningful connection on ODPs is less 
clear. Inconsistencies in the effects of regulatory focus (chronic versus relationship) on 
the mediating variables of anticipated and importance of connection success warranted 
the inclusion of Study 3, which focused on inducing participants into a specific type of 
regulatory focus mindset. A regulatory focus induction in the context of ghosting is 
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valuable for exploring if being induced into a promotion-focused mindset can buffer the 
negative effects of being ghosted and encourage users to have more positive 
perceptions of connection success, resulting in more desire for and interest in potential 
partner pursuit.   
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Chapter 4: Study 3 
In Studies 1 and 2, regulatory focus was measured. The aim of Study 3 was to 
assess whether manipulating regulatory focus can alter the pathway between being 
ghosted and perceptions of connection success, and ultimately impact participants’ 
potential partner pursuit. Given that participants’ behaviors can be altered to align with 
an induced regulatory focus in other domains (e.g., Crowe & Higgins 1997; Higgins, 
2000), manipulating regulatory focus in an online dating context may inform whether 
individuals’ pursuit of potential partners can be influenced by reflecting on goal pursuit 
strategies in a promotion versus prevention focus. 
Thus, the procedure of Study 3 followed that of Study 2 except for the writing 
task prompt. Participants’ online dating use was measured in terms of ODPs used, 
motives for using, and methods of contact termination in previous online dating 
interactions were included for descriptive purposes as this is a novel area of research. 
Measuring participants’ motives also provided ability to explore the effects of motives 
and/or control for them in analyses (but no hypotheses were made about the role of 
motives). Participants were also asked about their in-person date experiences in the last 
12 months and with consideration of COVID-19 because the imagined experience 
involved contact termination following an in-person date. Thus, it was relevant to 
examine participants’ actual in-person date experiences and to explore if there were 
different patterns that emerged in terms of perceptions and pursuit of potential partners 
between those who did and did not go on in-person dates in the last 12 months. 
Individual difference measures of regulatory focus and self-esteem were 
measured to test as moderators in moderated mediation models because of previous 
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evidence that these individual differences contribute to how individuals respond to social 
exclusion (e.g., Cameron et al., 2010; Brown et al., 2009; Förster et al., 2001; Maner et 
al., 2007; Molden et al., 2009 Murray et al., 2000; Murray et al., 2008; Nezlek et al., 
1997). Instead of having participants write about how the imagined experience would 
make them feel, think, and behave (as done in Study 2), participants wrote about their 
online dating goals through the lens of a promotion- or prevention-focused mindset. As 
in Study 2, social pain and threats to fundamental needs were measured to check the 
effectiveness of the manipulation and attributions for the imagined experience were 
measured to assess participants’ reflective appraisal (Williams, 2009) of the imagined 
experience. Participants were also asked the same three imagined experience 
assessment questions used in Study 2 to assess if there were significant differences 
between conditions in terms of ability to imagine the experience. After the regulatory 
focus induction, participants rated their perceptions of connection success to test as 
mediating variables because expectations of future success affect responses to social 
exclusion (e.g., Baumeister et al., 2007; Maner et al., 2007; Sommer & Bernieri, 2014; 
Sommer et al., 2001; Williams & Wesselmann, 2011). Participants also rated their 
desire for and interest in pursuit of potential partners (to test as dependent variables). 
Finally, participants reported the effort they put forth in the study with the same item 
used in the previous studies to filter out low effort responses. Correlations between 
variables were assessed before conducting moderated mediation models. In ancillary 
analyses, moderated mediation models were rerun while controlling for significant 
variables. Lastly, gender differences were explored given the relevance of gender 
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differences in online dating pursuit (Botnen et al., 2018; Bruch & Newman, 2018, 
LeFebvre, 2017; Levy et al., 2019; Timmermans & Courtois, 2018; Xia et al., 2013). 
Model and Hypotheses 
Similar to Study 2, regulatory focus was expected to moderate the pathway 
between imagining being ghosted and perceptions of meaningful connections. However, 
instead of testing trait-level regulatory focus as the moderator, state-level regulatory 
focus (i.e., regulatory focus induction) was tested as the moderator. 
H1a: There will be significant main effect of ghosting condition on perceptions of 
connection success, with those who imagined being ghosted having lower perceptions 
of connection success relative to those who imagined mutual contact termination. 
H1b: There will be a significant interaction between ghosting condition and regulatory 
focus induction on perceptions of connection success, with those in the promotion 
(versus prevention) focus induction having higher perceptions of connection success 
after imagining being ghosted.  
H2a: Higher perceptions of connection success after being ghosted will be associated 
with more desire to pursue potential partners. 
H2b: Higher perceptions of connection success after being ghosted will be associated 
with more interest in ODP options. 
H3: Regulatory focus induction will moderate the mediated pathway between ghosting 
condition and perception of connection success, leading to increased pursuit of potential 
partners. See Figure 9. 
Study 3 Method 
Study 3 Participants 
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Recruitment 
The same power analysis of Study 2 guided the sample size recruited for Study 
3, but more participants were recruited for Study 3 than Study 2 to attempt to have more 
representation from non-male responders. There were 330 participants recruited from 
Prolific Academic. Of those recruited, 149 did not meet the eligibility requirements (four 
reported not being fluent in English, 137 reported not currently using ODPs, and eight 
reported being in a romantic relationship while currently using ODPs). One participant 
timed out of the study and 15 participants only answered the eligibility questions without 
partaking in the study. An additional three participants were removed for providing poor 
responses that did not fulfill the requirements for the writing prompt. The total sample 
used for analyses was 162. 
Demographics 
 Participants were 18 to 61 years old (M = 31.23, SD = 8.87). Over half of the 
sample identified as men (56.2%, n = 91), 42.6% (n = 69) identified as women, and 
1.2% (n = 2) identified as non-binary. In terms of sexual orientation, 71.0% (n = 115) 
identified as heterosexual, 19.8% (n = 32) as bisexual, 6.2% (n = 10) as homosexual, 
1.2% (n = 2) as pansexual, and 0.6% (n =1) as asexual. An additional 1.2% (n = 2) 
indicated that their sexual orientation was not listed and 0.6% (n = 1) identified as 
queer/demisexual and 0.6% (n = 1) identified as gray-asexual heterosexual. In terms of 
racial identity, the sample overwhelmingly identified as White (89.5%, n = 145), 4.3% (n 
= 7) identified as Asian, 4.3% (n = 7) as Latino/Hispanic, 3.1% (n = 5) as Black, 1.2% (n 
= 2) as Native American/Alaskan Native, and 0.6% (n = 1) as Other. Only 3.1% (n = 5) 
of the sample identified as multiracial. Participants resided in 19 countries, 74.7% (n = 
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121) resided in Europe, 22.8% (n = 37) resided in North America, 1.9% (n = 3) resided 
in Australia, and 0.6% (n = 1) resided in Africa. See Table 32 for more details about 
participants’ country of residence. 
Study 3 Procedure 
 As in Study 2, participants first reported on their use and motives for using ODPs 
and completed measures of regulatory focus and self-esteem. After being randomly 
assigned to imagine being ghosted or mutually terminating contact, participants were 
randomly assigned to a promotion or prevention focus induction. To manipulate 
regulatory focus, the writing task for Study 3 instructed participants to focus on their 
future goal pursuit strategies instead of reflective appraisal of the imagined experience 
(as in Study 2). After the regulatory focus induction, participants reported on the same 
Study 2 measures of anticipated and importance of connection success, desire to 
pursue potential partners and interest in ODP options. Participants also completed the 
same measures from the previous studies in terms of demographic information, 
previous ghosting experiences, dating during COVID-19, and the effort they gave to the 
study. 
Study 3 Measures and Materials 
Online Dating Use. As in Studies 1 and 2, participants reported on which ODPs 
they have used and their motives for using them. Participants also completed the 
baseline ratings for anticipated and importance of connection success. Participants 
used an average of 3.41 ODPs (SD = 1.99, Range = 1-10). As in Studies 1-2, a majority 
of participants reported using Tinder (82.1%, n = 133). Participants reported using 27 
different ODPs, 18 ODPs from the provided list and an additional nine ODPs reported in 
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the Other section. See Table 33 for more details about the ODPs participants reported 
using. Similar to Studies 1-2, the most common reason for using ODPs were to find a 
romantic relationship (M = 3.94, SD = 1.17), curiosity (M = 3.36, SD = 1.16), and to find 
a sexual relationship (M = 3.35, SD = 1.33). See Table 34 for more details about 
participants’ motives for using ODPs.  
Regulatory Focus. Participants in Study 3 reported on their regulatory focus by 
answering Higgins et al. (2001)’s RFQ (Promotion Focus α = .74, Prevention Focus α = 
.81, respectively) as well as Winterheld and Simpson’s (2011) Regulatory Focus in 
Relationships Scale (Promotion Focus α = .86, Prevention Focus α = .85, respectively). 
Self-Esteem. Like in Studies 1 and 2, participants completed the Rosenberg 
Self-Esteem Scale (Rosenberg, 1965) to evaluate self-esteem as an exploratory 
covariate (α = .96). 
Imagined Experience. Participants were given the same instructions used in 
Study 2 about imagining themselves in the online dating experience. Participants were 
then randomly assigned to the imagined experience of either the ghosting or control 
condition used in Study 2.  
Threats to Fundamental Needs. Participants rated threat to fundamental needs 
with the same four items used in Study 2 (feeling rejected, feeling good about the self, 
feeling invisible, and feeling in control of the situation). The items were high in reliability 
(α = .83) and averaged into a threatened needs composite variable. 
Social Pain. Participants completed the same item on social pain used in 
previous studies. 
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Attributions. Participants completed the same items on attributions for why the 
experience occurred used in Study 2. 
Regulatory Focus Induction. Instead of being instructed to write about how the 
imagined experience would make them feel, think, and behave (as done in Study 2), 
participants were randomly assigned to a writing task to induce either a promotion or 
prevention focus.  
Participants in the promotion focus induction were told: “Imagining this 
experience just happened to you, list the ways that you can try to achieve success in 
your online dating goals with a future match. Record what you ideally would do to 
ensure that interactions continue and that everything goes right.”  
Participants in the prevention focus induction were told: “Imagining this 
experience just happened to you, list the ways that you can try to prevent failure in your 
online dating goals with a future match. Record what you should do to ensure that 
interactions do not end and that nothing goes wrong.”  
Participants were told to write their response for three to five minutes and were 
prevented from continuing to the next screen until at least three minutes had passed. 
Participants wrote an average of 78.25 words (SD = 48.60) and spent an average of 
4.26 minutes (SD = 1.36) on the writing prompt.  
Imagined Experience Assessment. After participants complete the writing task, 
they answered the same items from Study 2 on how realistic the experience seems and 
the ease of imagining themselves in the experience. Participants also indicated the 
degree to which they were thinking of their own online dating experiences in their writing 
with the same item from Study 2.  
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Perceptions of Connection Success. Participants rated their perceptions of 
connection success with the same two items as in Study 2. Similar to Study 2, the two 
items (anticipated and importance of connection success) had a significant positive 
correlation, r(159) = .36, p < .001, but the correlation was not strong enough to warrant 
combining them into a composite variable. There was also not adequate internal 
consistency between the two items (Spearman-Brown ρ = .53). Thus, the two items 
were tested individually as mediators.  
Desire for Potential Partner Pursuit. Participants rated their desire to pursue 
potential partners with the same item from Study 2. 
Interest in Pursuit Options. As in Study 2, participants rated their interest in 
signing up for a new ODP, using a friend feature, and using a paid feature. Similar to 
Study 2, there was internal consistency across the three items (α = .69), so the items 
were averaged into a composite interest in pursuit score. 
Demographics. Participants reported the same demographic information 
provided in Studies 1 and 2 on age, gender identity, sexual orientation, racial identity, 
and country residence. 
Previous Ghosting Experiences. Participants reported on the ways that their 
previous interactions on ODPs have ended with the same items used in previous 
studies. As in Studies 1-2, the common ways that participants reported previous 
interactions ended were by being ghosted by the other person (M = 26.8%, SD = 
23.8%) and both ghosting each other (M = 20.0%, SD = 20.6%). See Table 35 for more 
details about how participants previous online dating interactions ended. 
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Dates During COVID-19. The same questions about in-person dates during 
COVID-19 in Study 2 were included in Study 3. Participants reported going on an 
average of 3.18 in-person dates (SD = 5.26, Range = 0-40) with an average of 1.84 
people (SD = 3.68, Range = 0-40) over the last 12 months. Furthermore, 38.9% (n = 63) 
reported that they did not go on any dates in the last 12 months. Of those who went on 
at least one in-person date, the average amount of in-person dates was 5.20 (SD = 
5.90, Range = 1-30) with an average of 3.02 people (SD = 4.33, Range = 1-30). On 
average, participants were somewhat interested in going on in-person dates (M = 3.18, 
SD = 1.19) and generally agreed that they went on fewer dates than they would have 
liked since the COVID-19 pandemic began because of social contact restrictions (M = 
4.28, SD = 1.19).4 
Self-Reported Effort. Participants reported on the degree of effort they put into 
the study with the same item used in Studies 1 and 2. As in the previous studies, self-
reported effort was quite high (M = 4.72, SD = 0.49).  
Study 3 Results 
Manipulation Check 
 As in Study 2, independent sample t-tests were executed to assess differences in 
threats to fundamental needs, social pain, and imagined experience assessment by 
condition (to test the effectiveness of the ghosting manipulation). On average, 
participants’ threats to fundamental needs were higher in the ghosting condition than 
the control condition , t(153.62) = 9.33, p < .001 (equal variances not assumed, F 
(153.62) = 6.77, p = .010). Similarly, average social pain was significantly higher in the 
 
4 Analyses were rerun with only those who reported going on at least one in-person date in the last 12 
months, but the patterns remained the same as when all participants were included. 
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ghosting condition than the control condition, t(159) = 9.07, p < .001. This indicates that, 
as in Study 2, compared to the control condition, participants felt more rejected, less 
good about themselves, more invisible, less in control of the situation, and more hurt in 
the ghosting condition. Unlike Study 2, participants in the ghosting condition felt the 
imagined experience was more realistic than the control condition, t(159) = 2.38, p = 
.018. However, as in Study 2, there was no difference between conditions in how easy it 
was for participants to imagine the experience happening in real life, t(160) = 1.01, p = 
.313, or how much participants were thinking of their own online dating experiences as 
they were writing , t(160) = -0.84, p = .404. In sum, these results reveal that the 
ghosting manipulation was successful in terms of producing more threats to 
fundamental needs and social pain in the ghosting (versus control) condition but were 
also comparable in terms of being easy to imagine and relate to participants’ own 
experiences. Although it was unintended for the imagined ghosting experience to be 
more realistic than the imagined mutual contact termination experience, both 
experiences were generally considered realistic. See Figure 10 for means and standard 
deviations by condition for all outcomes. 
Correlations between Key Variables for Moderated Mediation Models 
Before executing the moderated mediation models to test the hypotheses, 
correlations among variables were assessed. Similar to Studies 1 and 2, chronic and 
relationship promotion focus were positively correlated, r(160) = .21, p = .008. 
Additionally (as in Study 1), chronic and relationship prevention focus were not 
significantly correlated, r(160) = -.10, p = .189, so chronic and relationship regulatory 
focus measures were tested separately as moderators.  
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 Within the analysis plan, self-esteem and baseline ratings of anticipated and 
importance of connection success were considered as potential covariates. As in Study 
2, self-esteem was positively correlated with anticipated connection success but was 
not correlated with desire to pursue potential partners or interest in ODP options. On the 
other hand, baseline anticipated connection success was significantly, positively 
correlated with desire to pursue potential partners, and the correlation with interest in 
ODP options approached significance. Additionally, baseline importance of connection 
success was significantly correlated with desire to pursue potential partners, and 
interest in ODP options. Thus, baseline anticipated and importance of connection 
success were included as covariates in subsequent analyses. See Table 36 for variable 
means, standard deviations, and intercorrelations. 
Moderated Mediation Models 
The moderated mediation models were performed using Model 7 of the 
PROCESS (Hayes, 2013) Macro. As in Study 2, it was predicted that there would be a 
significant main effect of ghosting condition on perceptions of connection success (H1a) 
and significant interaction between ghosting condition and regulatory focus (H1b). 
However, unlike Study 2, the regulatory focus induction was tested as the moderator 
instead of participants’ trait-level regulatory focus. Specifically, I tested if those induced 
with a promotion focus would have higher anticipated and importance of connection 
success relative to those induced with a prevention focus after imagining being ghosted 
(H1b), and if higher anticipated and importance of connection success predicted higher 
desire (H2a) and interest in potential partner pursuit (H2b). Overall, it was expected that 
there would be evidence of moderated mediation, with regulatory focus induction 
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moderating the mediated relationship between ghosting condition and perceptions of 
connection success (H3). Participants induced with a prevention focus were coded as 0 
and participants induced with a promotion focus were coded as 1. As in Study 2, 
anticipated and importance of connection success were entered into the model 
individually as simultaneous mediators. 
Desire to pursue potential partners was first tested as the dependent variable. 
Neither the main effect of ghosting condition nor the interaction between ghosting 
condition and regulatory focus induction significantly predicted either mediator, contrary 
to H1a-b. Both mediators (anticipated and importance of connection success) 
significantly predicted desire to pursue potential partners such that increases in desire 
to pursue potential partners were associated with increases in anticipated and 
importance of connection success, supporting H2a. However, because the regulatory 
focus induction did not moderate the relationship between ghosting condition and 
anticipated or importance of connection success the full moderated mediation model 
predicted in H3 was not supported. See Table 37 for full moderated mediation results. 
When interest in ODP options was entered as the dependent variable in this 
moderated mediation model, there was no significant main effect of ghosting condition 
or significant interaction between ghosting condition and regulatory focus induction on 
either mediator (contrary to H1a-b). Thus, there was not significant evidence of the 
moderated mediation model predicted in H3. However, importance of connection 
success (but not anticipated connection success) positively predicted interest in ODP 
options (partially supporting H2b), suggesting that higher ratings for importance of 
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successfully finding a meaningful connection were associated with more interest in the 
ODP options. See Table 38 for full moderated mediation model results. 
Ancillary Analyses 
Controlling Chronic and Relationship Regulatory Focus 
The moderated mediation analyses were rerun with participants’ promotion focus 
and prevention focus scores entered into the moderated mediation models as 
covariates. According to regulatory fit theory (Higgins, 2000), individuals experience 
regulatory fit when their regulatory focus corresponds to their current goal pursuit 
strategies. Thus, adding trait-level regulatory focus as covariates holds individual 
differences in regulatory focus constant to eliminate the impact of regulatory fit on the 
regulatory focus induction. 
For the moderated mediation model with regulatory focus induction as 
moderator, anticipated and importance of connection success as mediators, and desire 
to pursue potential partners as the dependent variable, relationship promotion focus 
predicted anticipated connection success, and relationship promotion and prevention 
focus both predicted importance of connection success. However, there was no change 
to the previously reported results. See Table 39 for full moderated mediation model 
results. 
When interest in ODP options was tested as the dependent variable, once again 
relationship promotion focus predicted anticipated connection success, and relationship 
promotion and prevention focus both predicted importance of connection success, and 
the effects largely remained the same after controlling for participants’ chronic and 
relationship regulatory focus. However, the association of importance of connection 
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success with interest in the ODP options was attenuated and no longer statistically 
significant. See Table 40 for full moderated mediation results. 
Controlling Baseline Anticipated and Importance of Connection Success Ratings 
As in Study 2, the moderated mediation models were rerun while controlling for 
participants’ baseline rating of perceptions of connection success prior to the ghosting 
experiences. For the models with regulatory focus induction as moderator, anticipated 
and importance of connection success as mediators, and desire to pursue potential 
partners as the dependent variable, the previously reported effects remained the same. 
See Table 41 for full moderated mediation model results. 
 In the model with interest in ODP options as the dependent variable, the 
previously reported effects condition largely remained the same. However, importance 
of connection success was no longer associated with interest in ODP options. Instead, 
baseline ratings of importance of connection success were significantly associated with 
interest in ODP options. See Table 42 for full moderated mediation model results. 
Moderation Mediation Models with Gender as Moderator 
Gender differences were explored. As in Study 2, men were coded as 1 and 
women were coded as 2. Those who did not identify as men or women were excluded 
from these analyses. The previously reported effects were largely unchanged by adding 
gender as a moderator. Only the results where adding gender as moderator alters the 
effects are described below. 
Firstly, the moderated mediation model tested regulatory focus induction and 
gender as moderators, anticipated and importance of connection success as mediators, 
and desire to pursue potential partners as the dependent variable. Gender did not alter 
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any of the previously reported effects, but there was a significant interaction effect 
between ghosting condition and gender, with men tending to have more desire to 
pursue potential partners after imagining being ghosted compared to women. See 
Figure 11 for men’s and women’s desire to pursue potential partners by condition at 
different levels of induction. A significant negative association between regulatory focus 
induction and desire to pursue potential partners also emerged such that those in the 
promotion focus induction tended to have less desire to pursue potential partners than 
those in the prevention focus induction. However, this association was not significant 
when gender was not included in the model5 and may be a chance finding. See Table 
43 for full moderated mediation results. 
This moderated mediation model was then rerun with interest in ODP options as 
the dependent variable. Adding gender to the model did not alter any of the previously 
reported effects and there were no main or interaction effects of gender. See Table 44 
for full moderated mediation results. 
Study 3 Discussion 
The purpose of Study 3 was to test if participants could be induced to have either 
a promotion or prevention focus and if this induction would alter participants’ 
perceptions of connection success after imagining being ghosted. It was predicted that 
imagining being ghosted would lead to lower perceptions of connection success relative 
to imagining mutual contact termination (H1a). Additionally, after imagining being 
ghosted, relative to those induced with a prevention focus, participants induced with a 
 
5 PROCESS Model 8 (which tests the moderator on the pathway between independent variable and 
mediator, and the pathway between independent variable and dependent variable) was executed to 
explore the association between induction and desire to pursue potential partners (without including 
gender as a moderator) and the negative association was not statistically significant. 
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promotion focus were expected to have more positive perceptions of connection 
success (H1b), and more positive perceptions of connection success were expected to 
lead to more desire and interest in potential partner pursuit (H2a-b). Thus, the effects of 
anticipated and importance of connection success on desire for and interest in partner 
pursuit following the ghosting manipulation were expected to be moderated by the 
regulatory focus induction (H3). Although the association between regulatory focus 
induction and anticipated connection success only approached significance, there were 
no statistically significant effects of the ghosting manipulation, the regulatory focus 
induction, or the condition X induction interaction on anticipated or importance of 
connection success. Thus, H1a-b was not supported. However, as in Study 2, 
anticipated and importance of connection success were positively associated with 
desire to pursue potential partners (consistent with H2a). Also, while anticipated 
connection success did not positively predict interest in ODP options, importance of 
connection success did (partially supporting H2b). However, after controlling for 
baseline ratings of anticipated and importance of connection success, interest in ODP 
options was only related to participants’ baseline importance of connection success 
(prior to the manipulation). Like Study 2, those who had relatively high (versus low) 
expectations about successfully finding a meaningful connection prior to the imagined 
experience had higher interest in the ODP options. Finally, there was not significant 
evidence that regulatory focus induction moderated the mediated pathway between 
ghosting condition and perceptions of connection success (contrary to H3).  
The regulatory focus induction may not have successfully induced participants 
into a promotion- versus prevention-focused mindset. Participants may have varied in 
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their interpretation of the prompts for the regulatory focus induction. Some participants’ 
written responses focused on actions to take and/or evade in future interactions (e.g., 
ask the person more questions before meeting, avoid serious topics like politics and 
religion), others focused on altering their self-presentation (e.g., lose weight, update 
profile photos), and some focused on meta-perceptions (e.g., avoid thinking about 
rejection, accept that ghosting sometimes happens). The regulatory focus induction may 
need further specification to provoke a more consistent response across participants. 
 One possible reason that the regulatory focus induction was not successful in 
impacting participants’ anticipated and importance of connection success may have to 
do with differences in participants’ implicit theories about relationships. Upon reviewing 
participants’ responses to the induction, it was evident that 14.2% (n = 23) wrote that 
they would continue to be themselves/not do much to change their approach and that 
there was not much that could be done to stop contact termination from happening. This 
subset of responses is consistent with the implicit theory of relationships involving 
destiny beliefs, which involves believing that those in a relationship either are or are not 
meant to be together (Knee, 1998). Destiny beliefs are akin to fixed mind-sets because 
of the belief that nothing can be done to change the fate of the relationship (Knee, 
1998). There is evidence that those with stronger (versus weaker) destiny beliefs are 
more likely to ghost others and are more accepting of ghosting as a form of contact 
termination (Freedman et al., 2019). It may be worthwhile to attempt to manipulate 
implicit theories of relationships in future studies and test implicit theories of 
relationships as a moderator of the association between being ghosted and perceptions 
of connection success.      
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Despite the lack of significant effects of ghosting condition or regulatory focus 
induction on perceived likelihood or importance of connection success, those randomly 
assigned to the ghosting condition did have higher average social pain and threats to 
fundamental needs than those in the control condition. Therefore, as in Study 2, 
participants did find being ghosted more painful and threatening to fundamental needs 
than mutual contact termination. In other words, being ghosted does seem to produce a 
reflexive pain response as noted in Williams’ (2009) Temporal Need-Threat Model but 
being ghosted did not produce changes in expectations and importance of successfully 
finding a meaningful connection on ODPs. Furthermore, thinking of how one can 
achieve their online dating goals (i.e., promotion focus) or avoid failing to achieve their 
online dating goals (i.e., prevention focus) did not significantly alter individuals’ 
expectations or importance of successfully finding meaningful connections. Also, there 
was no significant direct effect of condition on the dependent variables in any of the 
moderated mediation models performed in this study. Instead, the dependent variables 
were primarily related to the mediating variables. 
Overall, this study did not demonstrate that imagining unilateral (i.e., being 
ghosted) versus mutual contact termination and being induced with a promotion-versus 
prevention-focused mindset differentially affect perceptions of connection success. 
However, the study corroborated the results of Study 2 that desire for potential partner 
pursuit is associated with expectations for and importance of successfully finding a 
meaningful connection following imagining contact termination, and interest in ODP 
options is associated with more general perceived importance of successfully finding a 
meaningful connection. 
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One possibility that I considered was that participants high in promotion focus 
who experienced the promotion focus induction would have more positive perceptions 
of connection success and that participants high in prevention focus who experienced 
the prevention focus induction may have had less positive perceptions of connection 
success. However, the regulatory focus induction continued to not have a statistically 
significant effect on perceptions of connection success after holding constant 
participants’ chronic and relationship regulatory focus. Therefore, controlling for trait-
level regulatory focus did not change the lack of effectiveness of the regulatory focus 
induction. Another avenue would be to directly test regulatory fit by looking at the 
interaction between the regulatory focus induction and trait-level regulatory focus. 
However, the current study was underpowered to explore this approach. 
Nonetheless, the associations between trait-level regulatory focus and the 
mediators (anticipated and importance of connection success) largely resembled the 
results of Study 2. Those relatively high (versus low) in relationship promotion focus had 
higher ratings for expectations for and importance of successfully finding a meaningful 
connection on ODPs. Additionally, those relatively high (versus low) in relationship 
prevention focus had higher ratings for importance of connection success. Chronic 
promotion and prevention focus scores were not associated with anticipated or 
importance of connection success in any of the moderated mediation models. All these 
results are consistent with Study 2, indicating that individuals’ regulatory focus (in the 
context of romantic relationships) does relate to their perceptions about successfully 
finding meaningful connections. This suggests that trait-level regulatory focus does play 
a role in how individuals expect and value meaningful connections following ghosting 
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experiences, but it is unclear if and how regulatory focus can be induced and alter 
users’ perceptions of connection success following ghosting experiences.   
 Similar to Study 2, there was evidence of gender differences in desire to pursue 
potential partners that varied by condition, with men tending to have more desire to 
pursue potential partners than women in the ghosting condition. Men do tend to have 
higher likelihoods to initiate, respond to, and meet in-person with potential partners on 
ODPs compared to women (Botnen et al., 2018; Bruch & Newman, 2018; LeFebvre, 
2017; Timmermans & Courtois, 2018; Xia et al., 2013). Thus, it is possible that when 
men are ghosted, they continue their potential partner pursuit more so than women. 
 Overall, there was no main effect of ghosting condition in any of the moderated 
mediation models, suggesting that imagining being ghosted (versus mutually 
terminating contact) did not directly impact anticipated or importance of connection 
success. However, importance of connection success was associated with more 
interest in ODP options and increases in anticipated and importance of connection 
success were, once again, associated with more desire to pursue potential partners. 
The association between anticipated and importance of connection success and desire 
to pursue potential partners seems to be robust. Thus, while neither imagining being 
ghosted, nor a regulatory focus induction successfully altered anticipated or importance 
of connection success in this study, users’ expectancies and importance of successfully 
finding meaningful connections can be important components for understanding how 
users navigate potential partner pursuit and can potentially be altered through other 
means in future studies.
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Chapter 5: General Discussion 
Ghosting is a pervasive phenomenon in the online dating world, with almost half 
of messages on ODPs receiving no response (Zhang & Yasseri, 2016). Ghosting has 
been found to occur more frequently when individuals have interacted for shorter 
durations of time and are less committed to each other (Koessler et al., 2019). Being 
ghosted may have negative effects on individuals’ perception and pursuit of potential 
partners, particularly after in-person dates. Being ghosted after an in-person date was 
found to be associated with less anticipated connection success and decreased partner 
pursuit than being ghosted after only messaging on the ODP (Study 1) and was more 
painful and threatening to fundamental needs than mutually terminating contact after an 
in-person date (Studies 2 and 3). This is consistent with previous research that has 
found that it is less acceptable and more painful when ghosting occurs after meeting FtF 
and when duration of interactions is longer (Freedman et al., 2019; Timmermans et al., 
2020). 
The way that users’ expectations and pursuit of online dating goals are affected 
by being ghosted was more complicated than originally predicted. I anticipated that 
being ghosted would impact perceptions of connection success as a function of 
regulatory focus, with those relatively high (versus low) in promotion focus having more 
positive perceptions of connection success after imagining being ghosted while those 
relatively high (versus low) in prevention focus having less positive perceptions of 
connection success after imagining being ghosted. Although the ghosting manipulation 
was associated with more social pain and threats to fundamental needs (relative to 
mutual contact termination), the ghosting manipulation was not as successful in altering 
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expectations and importance of successfully finding meaningful connections. In Study 1, 
it was established that there were significant decreases in anticipated connection 
success and potential partner pursuit after imagining being ghosted following an in-
person date relative to being ghosted following only messaging on the ODP. However, 
when comparing being ghosted following an in-person date to mutually terminating 
contact following an in-person date, significant decreases in anticipated connection 
success and potential partner pursuit did not occur. The means of anticipated 
connection success following being ghosted after an in-person date (with and without 
sex) in Study 1 were about 0.50 lower than the means of anticipated connection 
success following being ghosted after an in-person date in Studies 2 and 3. This 
indicates that average anticipated connection success in Study 1 may not have been 
comparable to anticipated connection success in Studies 2 and 3. Having participants 
reflect on perceptions of connection success across the seven imagined ghosting 
experiences in Study 1 may have led to larger decreases in anticipated connection 
success for the two in-person date experiences (with and without sex) relative to 
Studies 2 and 3 where imagining being ghosted was only contrasted to mutual contact 
termination. The differences across studies suggest that there are likely nuances 
between different types of ghosting experiences that should be further explored.  
Another difference between Study 1 and Studies 2 and 3 is the inclusion of 
information about compatibility between the self and potential partner. In Study 1, there 
was no specification about compatibility between the self and the potential partner in the 
ghosting experiences while Studies 2 and 3 instructed participants to imagine that they 
felt that they were highly compatible before being ghosted. It is possible that the 
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perception of compatibility prior to being ghosted lessened the negative impact on 
anticipated and importance of connection success that being ghosted was intended to 
have. Perhaps there are more contextual factors about the ghosting experience that 
need to be differentiated to isolate when being ghosted affects how much users expect 
and value finding a meaningful connection on ODPs after being ghosted. For example, 
the manipulation did not specify the length of communication between the self and 
potential partner, the sense of investment in the potential partner as a meaningful 
connection, any personal qualities of the ghosting initiator, or what would make the 
individual deem the potential partner as compatible. Also, anticipated connection 
success and partner pursuit were related to making relatively more situational self-
attributions (i.e., to things said/done) for being ghosted in Study 1, but not in Studies 2 
and 3. Thus, as written, the ghosting manipulation may have left too much room for 
interpretation to effectively manipulate anticipated and importance of connection 
success in a standardized way. Additionally, there may be other expectancies or values 
related to online dating that are more closely tied to being ghosted that were not 
captured in these studies. 
The relationships between regulatory focus and perceptions of connection 
success were not consistent, with varying results for chronic versus relationship 
regulatory focus. In all three studies, being relatively high (versus low) in relationship 
promotion focus was associated with higher anticipated connection success. Also, in 
Studies 2 and 3, both relationship promotion and prevention focus were associated with 
higher importance of connection success. Although relationship promotion focus tended 
to have a stronger association with importance of connection success than relationship 
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prevention focus in all three studies, the results suggest that whether one is focused on 
creating positive outcomes or avoiding negative outcomes in their relationships, people 
value successfully finding a meaningful connection. Also, despite generally having high 
ratings for importance of connection success, individuals high (versus low) in 
relationship prevention focus had lower ratings for importance of connection success 
after imagining being ghosted (in Study 2). Promotion focus is related to stronger 
motivations to achieve positive outcomes while prevention focus is related to stronger 
motivations to avoid negative outcomes (Förster et al., 2001), and this research 
suggests that (relationship) prevention focus may also be related to diminished 
importance of achieving positive outcomes. This can be an example of a defensive 
devaluation response to rejection. After feeling rejected, individuals who chronically feel 
less positive regard from romantic partners tend to devalue their partners (Murray et al., 
2003) as a way to reduce the pain of impending rejection (Murray et al., 2008; Murray et 
al., 2006). Indeed, prevention-focused (relative to promotion-focused) individuals have 
been found to discount gains more than losses (Halamish et al., 2008) and to value 
advancement outcomes less (Higgins, 2002). Therefore, it is reasonable for prevention-
focused individuals to discount the importance of meaningful connections after a 
ghosting experience. 
Chronic regulatory focus did not have the same associations with anticipated and 
importance of connection success as relationship regulatory focus. Neither chronic 
promotion nor prevention focus significantly predicted anticipated or importance of 
connection success. Individuals may be generally oriented toward advancing goals or 
avoiding failures in their lives, but that does not necessarily mean that they carry this 
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same orientation in their romantic relationships. It is also worth noting that the RFQ 
(Higgins et al., 2001) contains items that measure patterns of behavior related to one’s 
parents (e.g., How often did you obey rules and regulations that were established by 
your parents?) as well as one’s perceptions of overall accomplishment (e.g., I feel like I 
have made progress toward being successful in my life). These items may not have a 
direct impact on motivations to acquire romantic relationships. 
Despite the differentiating effects of chronic and relationship promotion focus, 
chronic and relationship promotion focus had modest significantly positive correlations 
in all three studies. This is consistent with a previous assessment of regulatory focus 
measures (Haws et al., 2010) that found a positive correlation between the RFQ 
(Higgins et al., 2001) and the Lockwood et al. (2002) measures of promotion focus 
(which the Winterheld & Simpson’s 2011 relationship regulatory focus measure was 
based off of). However, in all three studies, there were strong positive correlations 
between chronic promotion focus and self-esteem (which were stronger than the 
correlations between chronic and relationship promotion focus). This suggests that 
future researchers should consider ways to differentiate promotion focus from self-
esteem when studying expectations about successfully finding a meaningful connection 
and pursuit of potential partners on ODPs.  
While relationship prevention focus did moderate the relationship between being 
ghosted and importance of connection success (in Study 2), chronic prevention focus 
did not have any effects on anticipated or importance of connection success. The 
chronic and relationship measures of prevention focus were either not significantly 
correlated (Studies 1 and 3) or had a significant, but negative correlation (Study 2). 
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Haws and colleagues (2010) also found inconsistencies in the correlations between the 
RFQ (Higgins et al., 2001) and the Lockwood et al. (2002) measures of prevention 
focus. Haws et al. (2010) claimed that the RFQ (Higgins et al., 2001) emphasizes 
cognitions and outcomes and not affective components of regulatory focus. In the 
context of rejection and relationships, the affective components of regulatory focus are 
important given the social pain that rejection induces. Furthermore, the RFQ (Higgins et 
al., 2001) focuses on past events (particularly with parents), while the Regulatory Focus 
in Relationships Scale (Winterheld & Simpson, 2011) is framed in terms of current and 
future relationships (which is of high relevance to the context of pursuit of relationships 
in online dating). Haws et al. (2010) recommend including both chronic and situational 
measures of regulatory focus and the results from these studies confirm that using both 
types of measures is useful as the results did indeed differ for chronic and contextual 
measures.  
It was originally expected that higher anticipated and importance of connection 
success would be associated with more desire to pursue potential partners and more 
interest in ODP options. However, anticipated and importance of connection success 
varied in their associations with desire for and interest in potential partner pursuit. 
Anticipated and importance of connection success were significantly associated with 
desire to pursue potential partners in Studies 2 and 3. This part of the model was the 
most robust. Conversely, anticipated connection success was not significantly 
associated with interest in ODP options in Studies 2 or 3 and importance of connection 
success was only significantly associated with interest in ODP options in Study 3. 
However, the association between importance of connection success and interest in 
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ODP options in Study 3 was no longer significant after controlling for baseline ratings of 
anticipated and importance of connection success. Instead, baseline importance of 
connection success was significantly associated with interest in ODP options in Study 3. 
Also, only baseline anticipated connection success was significantly associated with 
interest in ODP options in Study 2. These results suggest that users’ interest in 
exploring a new ODP may be related to more stable or fixed expectations of online 
dating success while desire to pursue potential partners may vary with expectations of 
online dating success following specific online dating experiences (such as being 
ghosted). 
Gender moderated the effects of the ghosting manipulation on importance of 
connection success (in Study 2) and desire to pursue potential partners (in Study 3). In 
Study 2, men’s ratings of importance of connection success exceeded women’s in the 
ghosting condition, but women’s ratings of importance of connection success exceeded 
men’s when contact was mutually terminated. In Study 3, there was a gender difference 
in desire for partner pursuit as a function of being ghosted. In the ghosting condition, 
men tended to have more desire to pursue potential partners than women, regardless of 
regulatory focus induction. Thus, it appears that the regulatory focus induction did not 
impact how much desire participants had to pursue potential partners after being 
ghosted and men and women may have different responses to being ghosted. 
Conversely, in the control condition, differences in partner pursuit appeared to be based 
on regulatory focus induction rather than gender, with both men and women in the 
prevention focus induction tending to have more desire to pursue potential partners than 
men and women in the promotion focus induction. This suggests that when imagining 
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mutual contact termination, being induced in a prevention focus may be associated with 
more desire for potential partner pursuit than being induced in a promotion focus 
(regardless of gender).  
The moderated mediation model proposed in this research was that individuals’ 
(desire for and interest in) potential partner pursuit after being ghosted would be 
explained by their expectations about being able to successfully find a meaningful 
connection on ODPs, and that these expectations would be higher among those high 
(versus low) in promotion focus and lower among those high (versus low) in prevention 
focus. Although different parts of the model received some support across studies, in 
only one case was the complete proposed moderated mediation model fully supported. 
In Study 2, those relatively high (versus low) in relationship prevention focus rated 
successfully finding a meaningful connection on ODPs as less important, and lower 
importance for successfully finding a meaningful connection was related to less desire 
to pursue potential partners on ODPs. The moderated mediation model may need to be 
further refined to better understand how users’ motivational systems influence their 
online dating beliefs and behaviors after being ghosted. Specifically, the details 
surrounding the ghosting manipulation (including duration of interactions and 
specification about compatibility) and the measurement of expectations and importance 
of meaningful connections can be further clarified. The theoretical model can also be 
revisited, such as by shifting the focus of the mediation solely to importance of 
connection success, because how much one values connection goals may explain how 
potential partner pursuit is affected by being ghosted more so than how much one 
expects to achieve connection goals. 
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The proposed moderated mediation model may have only been fully supported in 
the one instance (in terms of those high versus low in relationship prevention focus 
having lower ratings of importance of connection success after being ghosted, leading 
to less desire to pursue potential partners) because of differences between the 
imagined experiences in Study 1 versus Studies 2 and 3. In Study 1, being ghosted 
following an in-person date (with and without involving sex) was associated with low 
average anticipated connection success and decreases in partner pursuit, relative to 
being ghosted following messaging on the ODP. This led to specifying in the ghosting 
manipulation used in Studies 2 and 3 to imagine being ghosted following an in-person 
date. However, the ghosting manipulation in Studies 2 and 3 also specified high 
perceived compatibility between the self and ghosting initiator (while level of perceived 
compatibility was not specified in Study 1’s imagined ghosting experiences). Perceived 
compatibility may uniquely contribute to how being ghosted affects users’ anticipated 
connection success and subsequent potential partner pursuit.  
The ghosting manipulation also did not specify if the in-person date was the first 
in-person encounter or how long interactions took place prior the in-person date. Users 
may vary in perceived investment and expectancies prior to meeting in-person, which 
may alter how they respond to being ghosted after an in-person date. For example, 
users can be more negatively affected by violations of their expectations of potential 
partners when they had longer durations of interactions prior to meeting offline (Ramirez 
& Wang, 2008). An initial in-person date is seen as a screening process to compare a 
user’s impression based on online interactions to what occurs in FtF interactions (Whitty 
& Carr, 2006) and can have more of a definitive role in relationship development 
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compared to offline-initiated relationships where in-person interactions (and sometimes 
friendships) have already shaped one’s impression. According to Walther’s (1996) 
hyperpersonal model, individuals can form idealized impressions in computer-mediated 
interactions. Thus, being ghosted after solely interacting through computer-mediated 
channels may violate users’ expectations more so than being ghosted by someone 
initially met offline because users are likely to overestimate closeness in exclusively 
online interactions (Walther, 1996). Moreover, the longer that individuals communicate 
online before meeting offline, the more likely their expectations will supersede reality 
(Ramirez et al., 2015). Idealized impressions can also persist after meeting in-person 
(Antheunis, Schouten, & Walther, 2020), so a user’s overly positive impression of a 
match may make being ghosted by the match more surprising and ambiguous. These 
findings suggest that when users decide on an initial in-person date, the impressions 
and expectations going into the date are shaped by the nature of their computer-
mediated interactions and are fundamentally different than when individuals decide on 
an initial in-person date after meeting in-person. Overall, there may be other factors that 
relate to how perception and pursuit of potential partners are influenced by ghosting 
experiences that were not captured in these studies. Therefore, the context of the in-
person date may have needed more clarity to identify a consistent pattern between 
being ghosted and perceptions of connection success and potential partner pursuit.  
Although the proposed model received little empirical support, this research had 
a number of strengths. These studies are among the first applications of regulatory 
focus theory in the context of ghosting in online dating. It is important to study the role of 
regulatory focus in users’ responses to being ghosted because ghosting is a particularly 
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ambiguous form of rejection, and people feel more rejected and stressed from 
ambiguous (versus explicit) rejection (Ford & Collins, 2010; Zimmer-Gembeck & 
Nesdale, 2013). Additionally, these studies are among the first to test the causal effects 
of ghosting on expectations and importance of successfully finding a meaningful 
connection on ODPs, and desire for and interest in potential partner pursuit. Study 1 
provided insights on what types of ghosting experiences may impact anticipated 
connection success and potential partner pursuit. Study 2 showed that relationship-
specific (but not chronic) regulatory focus impacted the relationship between being 
ghosted and expectations and importance of successfully finding a meaningful 
connection on ODPs (which is informative for future studies on online dating that involve 
studying regulatory focus). The results of Study 2 also suggest that expectations and 
importance of connection success among those high in relationship promotion focus 
may not be as affected by ghosting experiences, given that regardless of condition 
those high in relationship promotion focus maintained high anticipated and importance 
of connection success. Furthermore, Studies 2 and 3 demonstrated that anticipated and 
importance of connection success are associated with desire to pursue potential 
partners and this association could be tested and expanded on in future studies. 
However, the lack of the support for the proposed model raises questions about the 
limitations of this research.  
Limitations 
There are at least four key limitations of the current research. The first two 
limitations are the absence of measurement of 1) actual online dating behaviors and 2) 
other online dating goals besides successfully finding a meaningful connection. The 
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third limitation was that there was some lag time between the ghosting manipulation of 
Studies 2 and 3 and measurement of the mediators and dependent variables. A fourth 
limitation was the limited representativeness of online dating users.  
The first limitation is that this research program focused on imagining different 
online dating experiences and did not assess real-world experiences with online dating. 
Although participants were encouraged to draw from their own experiences to guide 
their responses, there could be potential differences between imagining and actually 
experiencing being ghosted that could not be identified in these studies. It is possible 
that imagining being ghosted is worse than actually experiencing ghosting because 
users can rationalize their real experiences based on their accounts of what happened 
(Timmermans et al., 2020). Users were only given limited information for the imagined 
experience so they were not able to consider specific factors about the ghosting initiator 
that may make it easier to move on from the experience (Timmermans et al., 2020). On 
the other hand, imagining being ghosted may actually be less impactful than genuine 
ghosting experiences because ghosting can have cumulative, deleterious effects on 
how individuals see themselves (LeFebvre, Allen, et al., 2019). Furthermore, 
participants reported on their desires and interest in potential partner pursuit, but this 
does not measure participants’ actual pursuit of potential partners. Individuals may want 
to pursue potential partners, but this does not necessarily mean they will put in the effort 
to pursue partners (Murray et al., 2008). Previous research has found that the self-
reported behaviors of rejected people may not match what they actually do in practice 
(Sommer & Bernieri, 2014). Moreover, focusing on the possibility of rejection (due to 
either chronic or temporarily induced fear of rejection) can lead to overestimating the 
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degree to which one is communicating positive interest with novel interaction partners 
(Vorauer et al., 2003). Thus, desire to pursue potential partners does not necessarily 
translate into successful pursuit of potential partners. 
 A second limitation is that this research only focused on how being ghosted 
would affect people’s connection goals and behaviors. Participants were not asked 
about their perceived expectations, value, desire, or interest in goals that were not 
connection oriented. Although expectations about successfully finding a meaningful 
connection and how important it was to them to successfully find a meaningful 
connection are important outcomes for ODP behavior, other online dating goals (and 
importance of those goals) could have been impacted by imagining being ghosted. Any 
shifts in participants’ expectations about achieving other online dating goals (such as 
seeking casual sex or experimenting with their sexuality) after imaging being ghosted 
were not captured in these studies. Furthermore, some individuals claim to attempt to 
“move on” after being ghosted (Koessler et al., 2019; Timmermans et al., 2020), but the 
way individuals move on can vary. Thus, it is unknown whether participants’ desire or 
interest for other goal pursuits (such as protecting the self against future rejection) were 
affected by imagining being ghosted. It was assumed that those high (versus low) in 
prevention focus would have less desire for and interest in potential partner pursuit 
because the rejection would lead them to be more interested in protecting themselves 
against future rejection (Murray et al., 2000). However, participants were not directly 
asked about self-protection motives after imagining being ghosted so this assumption 
could not be directly tested. 
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 A third limitation is that participants did not immediately respond to the mediating 
and dependent variables after the ghosting manipulation in Studies 2 and 3. After 
participants were provided the details of the imagined experience, participants reported 
on threats to fundamental needs, social pain, and attributions. Next participants wrote 
for 3-5 minutes and then indicated how much the imagined experience was realistic, 
easy to envision, and relatable to their personal experiences. Participants did not report 
on perceptions and pursuit of potential partners until after the imagined experience 
assessment. Thus, there were several minutes between when participants first were 
instructed to imagine the experience and when they were asked to rate the likelihood 
and importance of finding meaningful connections after having such an experience and 
how much they desired and were interested in pursuit of potential partners. This delay 
may have detracted from how much participants were actually still imagining the 
experience and considering the experience when they answered the questions. 
Furthermore, this could have exacerbated the inconsistency between the desires and 
behaviors people self-report after being rejected and what they actually want and do to 
pursue connections (Sommer & Bernieri, 2014). More immediate measurement of 
mediating and dependent variables following the manipulation may have produced more 
robust results. 
A fourth limitation is the limited representation of diverse types of online dating 
users. Across the studies, samples comprised online dating users from 28 different 
countries, but the countries represented were predominantly Western cultures (with 
most participants residing in the U.K., U.S., and Poland). There was not sufficient data 
to test for differences between countries or to capture potential differences between 
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Western and Eastern cultures. Additionally, participants predominantly identified as 
White, and any potential differences in racial/ethnic identities could not be assessed. 
For example, non-White users can experience racism on ODPs (Callander, Holt, & 
Newman, 2015) and may perceive the reason they were ghosted as discriminatory, 
which could potentially lead to unique effects on perceptions and pursuit of potential 
partners that may not occur among White users. Similarly, differences based on sexual 
orientation could not be adequately assessed because a majority of participants 
identified as heterosexual. Non-heterosexuals are more likely to use online dating than 
heterosexuals (Sumter & Vandebosch, 2018) so it is important to examine potential 
differences in perceptions and pursuit of potential partners after ghosting experiences 
based on sexual orientation.  
Future Directions 
Our understanding of connection motives and ODP behavior would benefit from 
extending this research in at least five ways. First, to address the current studies’ 
limitation of not measuring actual online dating behaviors, future researchers can 
execute longitudinal studies, including daily diary studies, to examine how users 
navigate being ghosted in real time. This would help differentiate how anticipated and 
importance of connection success, and potential partner pursuit are affected by real 
versus imagined ghosting experiences. Longitudinal research could also allow 
assessment of long-term negative effects of being ghosted on individuals’ mental 
health, including decreased self-esteem, heightened distrust in others, depression, and 
panic attacks (Timmermans et al., 2020). Following users over time can help identify not 
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only if and how users pursue potential partners, but how users cope with the negative 
outcomes of being ghosted. 
Second, to address the current studies’ limitation of not measuring other online 
dating goals (and importance of those goals), future researchers can ask participants 
about their expectations about other online dating outcomes besides successfully 
finding a meaningful connection (such as finding casual sex partners and being ghosted 
in the future). In Study 2, after imagining being ghosted, those relatively high in 
relationship prevention focus placed less importance on successfully finding a 
meaningful connection than those relatively low in relationship promotion focus. Future 
studies should explicitly test if those high (versus low) in relationship prevention focus 
place more importance on self-protection following ghosting experiences. This would 
test the assumption that prevention-focused individuals shift to prioritizing self-protection 
over connection when they are ghosted. For example, after being ghosted, participants 
could be asked how important it is to them to feel secure in their sense of self and/or 
avoid being ghosted again in the future. Future studies could also have participants 
select and rank the importance of a variety of online dating goals before and after a 
ghosting experience to directly compare shifts in goal pursuit after being ghosted. This 
may provide insights into why the lowered importance of successfully finding a 
meaningful connection occurred among those high (versus low) in relationship 
prevention focus when they imagined being ghosted in Study 2 (by demonstrating what 
other online dating goals get elevated in importance after being ghosted).  
The risk regulation system in relationships indicates that perceptions of risk and 
vulnerability (including the immediacy of risk of rejection) affect individuals’ connection 
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and self-protection goals (Murray et al., 2008, Murray & Holmes, 2011; Murray et al., 
2006). For example, when threat of rejection is not seen as an immediate risk, 
individuals are more likely to prioritize connection over self-protection goals (Murray et 
al., 2008). Future researchers can consider manipulating the degree of risk and 
vulnerability of being ghosted to examine differences in motives to connect or self-
protect. Also, given that users can have conflicting goals (such as seeking causal sex 
and long-term partners), it could be useful (particularly to researchers and clinicians that 
focus on sexual health) to identify if users change their prioritization of casual sex goals 
after being ghosted and subsequently engage in more risky behaviors. 
Third, to address the current studies’ limited evidence of the moderated 
mediation model, future researchers can consider changing the manipulation from 
imagining being ghosted to reflection on one’s experiences. Specifically, it could be 
useful to test if manipulating how users reflect on their own online dating history affects 
perceptions of connection success and potential partner pursuit. A future study could 
involve manipulating the question framing of users’ previous experiences in terms of 
past successes or failures with online dating to explore if and how reflection of online 
dating experiences affects perceptions of connection success and potential partner 
pursuit. If users perceive that they have been generally unsuccessful or had mostly 
failures with online dating, they are more likely to feel shame than those who perceive 
that they have generally had positive experiences with online dating (Cesario et al., 
2004). If users feel ashamed, they may not feel motivated to or capable of restoring 
threatened needs, resulting in lowered expectations that they will successfully find a 
meaningful connection in the future (Riva et al., 2017; Williams, 2009). Thus, having 
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participants focus on their own experiences of success and failures may more directly 
affect their expectations about future success (and subsequent desire for and interest in 
potential partner pursuit) than imagining being ghosted. Manipulating participants’ 
reflective appraisal of their experiences (i.e., amount of successes versus failures) may 
offer insights into how users can be encouraged versus discouraged about their future 
online dating prospects. 
To address the lack of success of the regulatory focus induction, a fourth 
suggestion for future research is revising the regulatory focus induction to impact users’ 
perceptions of connection success and potential partner pursuit more effectively. Some 
participants in Study 3 reported feeling that there was not much that they could do 
besides being themselves and hoping for the best when engaging with future matches. 
With this perspective, users may not have felt that they had much influence in ensuring 
that interactions continue (if in the promotion focus induction) or in ensuring that 
interactions do not end (if in the prevention focus induction). It may be better to not 
include the language of “ensuring” an outcome, and instead focus on trying to make the 
specific outcome occur. Although most participants in Study 3 were able to generate a 
list of things they could do and avoid doing to continue/avoid not continuing future 
interactions, a subset of participants reported that they would continue being 
themselves and would not make much or any changes in future interactions. It would be 
beneficial to continue to explore ways to induce individuals’ regulatory focus after 
ghosting experiences because a promotion focus induction (relative to a prevention 
focus induction) may lessen the negative effects of ghosting on individuals’ social pain, 
threats to fundamental needs, and expectations about their future ability to find a 
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romantic partner. Indeed, long-term happiness requires individuals to diminish their 
concerns about rejection and risk affiliation (Murray et al., 2006; Murray & Holmes, 
2011) so there are benefits of prioritizing connection goals over self-protection goals.  
Online dating platforms may also benefit by changing their framing of questions 
when users set up their profiles and/or as they engage with the platform to align with 
promotion focus. If an ODP’s features are framed in terms of encouraging users to 
maximize their chances to find the right match (akin to a promotion-focused mindset), 
users may more eagerly engage with the platform to advance their online dating goals. 
Also, inducing users into a promotion-focused mindset after their contact is terminated 
with a potential partner may maintain or increase the user’s engagement with the 
platform. 
A fifth future direction is to explore the boundary conditions of the association 
between expectancies and importance of meaningful connections and potential partner 
pursuit. Future studies can include manipulations of perceptions of connection success 
to see if participants can be induced to believe they have more versus less likelihood of 
successfully finding a meaningful connection on ODPs and if these variations in 
perceived likelihood of success affect desire, interest, and/or attempted potential partner 
pursuit. Similarly, having low trust in others is related to prioritizing self-protection over 
connection goals (Murray & Holmes, 2011) so manipulating perceptions of ability to trust 
others may reduce potential partner pursuit. There should also be less delay between 
the manipulation and measurement of the mediating and dependent variables to 
properly test the direct association between being ghosted and perceptions and pursuit 
of potential partners. 
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It may also be useful to explore manipulating participants’ fear of being single 
(Spielmann et al. 2013; Spielmann & MacDonald, 2016) or implicit theories of 
relationships (Knee, 1998) to test for possible effects on perceptions of connection 
success and potential partner pursuit. Finally, to improve generalizability, future 
research would benefit from increasing representation of online dating users, 
particularly non-White and non-heterosexual users who were not sufficiently 
represented in these studies.  
Conclusion 
The current research took a novel approach to assessing a common form of 
online rejection, ghosting, and behavioral responses to this form of rejection. This 
research program may help disambiguate some of the inconsistencies in the literature 
about the effects of rejection, particularly in regard to the relationship between rejection 
and regulatory focus, by testing the novel mediating variable of perceptions of 
connection success. It is important to study how users respond to being ghosted 
because users’ responses can affect their overall likelihood of successfully making a 
meaningful connection on ODPs. For example, users may be interested in each other 
but not pursue relationship development because of fear of rejection (Zytko et al., 
2014). This suggests that users may be missing out on viable opportunities for 
connection because of the perceived risk of rejection and this research program may 
provide insights into which types of users are more likely to perceive risks of rejection 
and limit their potential partner pursuit.  
The results of this research may also have practical implications because users’ 
relational goals following ghosting can affect not only their decision-making about 
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potential partners, but their health and safety. For example, after recalling an 
experience of being rejected (versus accepted), single individuals with self-protective 
tendencies had higher endorsement of sexual coercion, suggesting a potential higher 
risk of experiencing sexual violence following rejection (Lamarche & Seery, 2019). Men 
have also shown an increased endorsement of rape myths following rejection on an 
alleged ODP compared to a non-rejection (Andrighetto et al., 2018). Furthermore, 
excluded (versus non-excluded) individuals have an increased willingness to 
experiment with cocaine among others who would view their dosage, but not when the 
cocaine consumption would be private (Mead et al., 2010, Study 4). This suggests that 
regulatory focus could moderate other responses, such as individuals’ likelihood to 
engage in risky behaviors for the sake of social inclusion. The results of this research 
may have practical implications on interventions to abate risky decision-making 
associated with online dating use. 
Developing romantic relationships is always filled with uncertainty, but online 
dating may exacerbate these uncertainties due to the tendency to idealize perceptions 
of others in computer-mediated interactions (Walther, 1996). When there is uncertainty 
about a potential partners’ interest, one may be resistant to advancing a relationship 
with the potential partner over time (Murray et al., 2006). Being ghosted on ODPs has 
several layers of uncertainty because users can be uncertain about the identity, 
character, intentions, and compatibility of potential partners and if they were ghosted 
due to the ghosting initiator not being interested or finding someone else (LeFebvre, 
Allen, et al., 2019; LeFebvre, Rasner, et al., 2019; Timmermans et al., 2020). Thus, 
users may be less able to resolve or reduce the uncertainties surrounding contact 
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termination compared to individuals who are rejected in offline-initiated relationships. 
Given that individuals are becoming increasingly likely to use ODPs to fulfill different 
connection goals, it is important to assess how users navigate connecting to potential 
partners while protecting themselves against the pains of rejection. 
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Appendix 
Eligibility Questions (Studies 1-3) 
Are you fluent in English? Yes No 
What is your age?  
Do you currently use online dating platforms? Yes No 
Are you currently in a romantic relationship? Yes No 
 
Online Dating Use (Study 1) 























Online Dating Use (Studies 2-3) 
Which of the following online dating platforms have you used?  
Badoo 
Bumble 




















What are the reasons that you currently use online dating? 
Seek a romantic relationship 
Seek a sexual relationship 
Seek casual sex or sexual activity 
Experiment with sexuality 
Flirt 
Exchange sexually explicit 
messages/images 
Practice/gain social skills 
Gain social approval 
Make friends 
Feel less alone 







1 (not at all a reason)  2  3  4  5 (definitely a 
reason) 
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What do you think is the likelihood that you will successfully form a meaningful 
connection with someone on an online dating platform? 
1 (not at all likely)  2  3  4  5 (extremely likely)  
How important is it for you to successfully form a meaningful connection with someone 
on an online dating platform? 
1 (not at all likely)  2  3  4  5 (extremely likely)  
 
Regulatory Focus Questionnaire (Higgins et al., 2001) (Studies 1-3) 
This set of questions asks you about specific events in your life. Please indicate your 
answer to each question by selecting the appropriate number. 
 
Promotion Items:  
1. Compared to most people, are you typically unable to get what you want out of life? 
(reverse-scored) 
1 (never or seldom) 2  3 (sometimes)  4 5 (very often) 
2. How often have you accomplished things that got you “psyched” to work even 
harder? 
1 (never or seldom) 2  3 (sometimes)  4 5 (very often) 
3. Do you often do well at different things that you try? 
1 (never or seldom) 2  3 (sometimes)  4 5 (very often) 
4. When it comes to achieving things that are important to me, I find that I don’t perform 
as well as I ideally would like to do. (reverse-scored) 
1 (never true)  2  3 (sometimes true) 4 5 (very often true) 
5. I feel like I have made progress toward being successful in my life. 
1 (certainly false) 2  3   4 5 (very often true) 
6. I have found very few hobbies or activities in my life that capture my interest or 
motivate me to put effort into them. (reverse-scored) 
1 (certainly false) 2  3   4 5 (very often true) 
 
Prevention Items: 
1. Growing up, would you ever “cross the line” by doing things that your parents would 
not tolerate? (reverse-scored) 
1 (never or seldom) 2  3 (sometimes)  4 5 (very often) 
2. Did you get on your parents’ nerves often when you were growing up? (reverse-
scored) 
1 (never or seldom) 2  3 (sometimes)  4 5 (very often) 
3. How often did you obey rules and regulations that were established by your parents? 
1 (never or seldom) 2  3 (sometimes)  4 5 (very often) 
4. Growing up, did you ever act in ways that your parents thought were objectionable? 
(reverse-scored) 
1 (never or seldom) 2  3 (sometimes)  4 5 (very often) 
5. Not being careful enough has gotten me into trouble at times. (reverse-scored) 
1 (never or seldom) 2  3 (sometimes)  4 5 (very often) 
 
Regulatory Focus in Relationships Scale (Winterheld & Simpson, 2011) (Studies 1-3) 
1-5 Likert Scale, 1 = not at all true of me, 5 = very true of me 
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Prevention Items: 
1. I am often anxious that I am falling short of my duties and obligations in my 
relationships. 
2. I often worry that I will fail to accomplish my relationship goals. 
3. I often imagine myself experiencing bad things (e.g., rejection, betrayal, pain) that I fear 
might happen in my relationships. 
4. I am primarily striving to make my relationships what they “ought” to be like—to fulfill my 
relationship duties and responsibilities. 
5. In general, I am striving to protect and stabilize my relationships. 
6. Overall, I am more oriented toward preventing negative outcomes in my relationships 
than I am toward achieving positive outcomes. 
7. I often think about what I fear might happen to my romantic relationships in the future. 
Promotion Items: 
1. I often think about how I can achieve (or create) a successful relationship. 
2. Overall, I want to feel inspired and uplifted in my relationships. 
3. I often imagine myself experiencing good things (e.g., intimacy, affection) that I hope will 
happen in my relationships. 
4. I am primarily striving to create my “ideal relationships”—to fulfill my relationship dreams 
and aspirations. 
5. Overall, I am more oriented toward creating positive outcomes than preventing negative 
outcomes in my relationship. 
6. I typically focus on the success (e.g., the happiness) I hope to achieve in my 
relationships. 
7. In general, I am striving to nurture, grow, and enhance my relationships. 
8. I am typically striving to fulfill the hopes and dreams I have for my relationships. 
 
Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale (Rosenberg, 1965) (Studies 1-3) 
Please record the appropriate answer for each item, depending on whether you strongly 
agree, agree, disagree, or strongly disagree with it. 
1= Strongly Agree, 2= Agree, 3= Disagree, 4= Strongly Disagree 
1. On the whole, I am satisfied with myself. 
2. At times I think I am no good at all. 
3. I feel that I have a number of good qualities. 
4. I am able to do things as well as most other people. 
5. I feel I do not have much to be proud of. 
6. I certainly feel useless at times. 
7. I feel that I’m a person of worth. 
8. I wish I could have more respect for myself. 
9. All in all, I am inclined to think that I am a failure. 
10. I take a positive attitude toward myself. 
 
Imagined Experiences (Study 1)  
Ghosting is gradually or abruptly stopping all contact with an individual without warning. 
Ghosting is typically done to end an association with an individual without directly 
communicating to the individual why they no longer want to interact.  
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We want to get a sense of how you would respond to typical online dating experiences 
with ghosting. Draw from your own related experiences as you imagine what it would be 
like to be in the following ghosting situations. For all of the situations, imagine that you 
had believed that you had a meaningful connection with the match and that the ghosting 
occurred unexpectedly and was not desired. 
 
Being ghosted after interacting with the match only through messages on the online 
dating platform 
Being ghosted after messaging the match on each other’s personal phone numbers 
Being ghosted after interacting with the match on each other’s social media accounts 
Being ghosted after interacting with the match through phone calls 
Being ghosted after video chatting with the match 
Being ghosted after going on dates with the match in person (that DO NOT involve 
having sex) 
Being ghosted after going on dates with the match in person (that DO involve having 
sex) 
 
Imagined Experience (Studies 2 and 3) 
We want to get a sense of how you would respond to a typical online dating experience. 
Draw from your own related experiences as you imagine what it would be like to be in 
the following situation. 
 
Ghosting Condition: 
Imagine that you have been talking to someone on an online dating platform. After 
going on a date in person, you feel that you both have a meaningful connection and are 
highly compatible. However, the person unexpectedly stops responding to your 
messages and does not tell you why, and it appears that they will not interact with you 
again. In other words, this person has ghosted you. 
 
Control Condition 
Imagine that you have been talking to someone on an online dating platform. After 
going on a date in person, you both do not feel that you have a meaningful connection 
and do not feel compatible with one another. You both stop responding to each other’s 
messages and it appears that you will not interact with them again. In other words, you 
both have terminated contact. 
 
Threats to Fundamental Needs (Studies 2 and 3) 
Please rate what best represents your feelings while imagining this experience.  
I would feel rejected. 
1 (not at all)  2  3  4  5 (extremely)  
I would feel good about myself. (reverse-scored) 
1 (not at all)  2  3  4  5 (extremely)  
I would feel invisible. (reverse-scored) 
1 (not at all)  2  3  4  5 (extremely)  
I would feel in control of the situation. 
1 (not at all)  2  3  4  5 (extremely)  
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Social Pain (Studies 1-3) 
How much would this experience make you feel hurt?  
1 (not at all)  2  3  4  5 (extremely) 
 
Attributions (Studies 1-3) 
For this experience, what do you think are reasons why interactions stopped? (select all 
that apply) 
Myself 
The ghosting initiator 
The online dating platform 
 
(If participants select Myself) For this experience, do you think that the reason 
interactions ended would have more to do with who you are as a person (meaning your 
personality or character) or something you said/did in your interactions? 
1 = Because of Me as a Person    15 = Because of Something I 
Said/Did 
 
(If participants select The ghosting initiator) For this experience, do you think that the 
reason interactions ended would have more to do with the other person (meaning their 
personality or character) or something they said/did in your interactions? 
1 = Because of Them as a Person   15 = Because of Something They 
Said/Did 
 
Writing Task (Study 2) 
Describe what you would consider to be the main cause of why the interactions stopped 
in this experience and how it would make you feel, think, and behave. Describe each 
step that you would take after the interactions stop and the thoughts and feelings that 
you would experience as you go through each step. 
 
Please spend the next three to five minutes writing your response. You will be unable to 
move to the following screen until at least three minutes have passed. 
 
Regulatory Focus Induction (Study 3) 
Promotion Focus Induction: 
Imagining this experience just happened to you, list the ways that you can try to achieve 
your online dating goals with future matches and avoid not making progress with your 
online dating goals. 
 
Prevention Focus Induction: 
Imagining this experience just happened to you, list the ways that you can try to prevent 
being ghosted by future matches and feel secure about yourself. 
 
Please spend the next three to five minutes writing your response. You will be unable to 
move to the following screen until at least three minutes have passed. 
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Imagined Experience Assessment (Studies 2 & 3) 
How realistic does this situation seem? 
1 (not at all)  2  3  4  5 (very realistic)  
How easy is it to imagine this situation happening in real life? 
1 (very difficult) 2  3  4  5 (very easy) 
How much were you thinking of your own online dating experiences as you were 
writing? 
1 (not at all)  2  3  4  5 (completely)  
 
Perceptions of Connection Success (Studies 1-3) 
After this experience, how likely is it that you would successfully form a meaningful 
connection with a match on the online dating platform?  
1 (not at all)  2  3  4  5 (extremely)  
How important would it be for you to successfully form a meaningful connection with a 
match on the online dating platform after having this experience? 
1 (not at all)  2  3  4  5 (extremely)  
 
Changes in Partner Pursuit (Study 1, answered for each of the imagined experiences) 
How would being ghosted in this situation affect your typical pursuit of potential 
partners? 
1 = Extremely decrease my pursuit  8 = Stay the same  15= 
Extremely increase my pursuit 
 
Desire for Potential Partner Pursuit (Studies 2 & 3) 
How would you rate your desire to pursue potential partners on an online dating 
platform? 
1 (no desire to pursue potential partners) 2 3 4 5 (extreme desire to 
pursue potential partners) 
 
Interest in ODP Options (Studies 2-3) 
We are currently developing a new online dating platform based on relationship science. 
How interested are you in signing up for this platform? 
1 (not at all interested) 2 3 4 5 (extremely interested) 
How interested are you in our pursuit option to find people to form friendships with? 
1 (not at all interested) 2 3 4 5 (extremely interested) 
How interested are you in exploring our paid features that allow more screening and 
connection options? 
1 (not at all interested) 2 3 4 5 (extremely interested) 
 
Demographics (Studies 1-3) 
Age (in years): 
 
What gender do you identify as?  
male, female, non-binary, other 
 
What is your sexual orientation? 
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heterosexual, homosexual, bisexual, asexual, pansexual, other 
 
What race do you identify as? Select all that apply. 
Asian, Black, Caribbean/West Indian, Latino/Hispanic, Middle Eastern/North African, 
Native American/Alaskan Native, Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander, White 
 
Which country do you currently live in? 
 
Previous Ghosting Experiences (Studies 1-3) 
What is your best overall estimate of the percentage of their previous online dating 
matches that have ended in: 
Being ghosted by the match 
Ghosting the match 
Being explicitly rejected by the match 
Explicitly rejecting the match 
Mutual ghosting (both stop contact without communicating why) 
Mutual explicit expression of disinterest/incompatibility 
Other 
(Percentages must equal 100%) 
 
Self-Reported Effort (Studies 1-3) 
Lastly, it is vital to our research team that we only include responses from people that 
devoted their full attention to our study. Otherwise years of effort (the researchers’ and 
the time of other participants) could be wasted. You will receive payment/credit for this 
study no matter what, however, please tell us how much effort you put forth towards this 
study. 
I put forth ____ effort towards this study. 
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ODP Name % Used 
Tinder 80.7% (n = 117) 
Bumble 41.4% (n = 60) 
Plenty of Fish 33.1% (n = 48) 
Badoo 26.9% (n = 39) 
OKCupid 19.3% (n = 28) 
Hinge 17.9% (n = 26) 
Match 13.8% (n = 20) 
Grindr 11.7% (n = 17) 
Zoosk 10.3% (n = 15) 
Facebook Dating 9.7% (n = 14) 
Happn 9.7% (n = 14) 
eHarmony 6.2% (n = 9) 
Skout 3.4% (n = 5) 
Coffee Meets Bagel 2.8% (n = 4) 
Scruff 2.1% (n = 3) 
Down 0.7% (n = 1) 
Jack'd 0.7% (n = 1) 
The League 0.7% (n = 1) 
Other: Her 1.4% (n = 2) 
Other: Lovoo 1.4% (n = 2) 
Other: 2go 0.7% (n = 1) 
Other: adoptauntio 0.7% (n = 1) 
Other: BLK 0.7% (n = 1) 
Other: Feeld 0.7% (n = 1) 
Other: Guapa 0.7% (n = 1) 
Other: Kinkd 0.7% (n = 1) 
Other: ManHunt 0.7% (n = 1) 
Other: Minder  0.7% (n = 1) 
Other: Reddit 0.7% (n = 1) 
Other: Speaky 0.7% (n = 1) 
Other: Tagged 0.7% (n = 1) 
Other: Telegraph Dating 0.7% (n = 1) 
Other: WeChat 0.7% (n = 1) 
Table 2. ODPs Used by Study 1 Participants 
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Reason M SD 
Find Romantic Relationship 3.92 1.16 
Find Sexual Relationship 3.48 1.38 
Curiosity 3.48 1.09 
Boredom 3.28 1.23 
Feel Less Alone 3.14 1.30 
Flirt 3.12 1.24 
Entertainment 2.90 1.23 
Find Casual Sex Partners 2.71 1.49 
Distraction 2.68 1.33 
Make Friends 2.59 1.29 
Gain Social Skills 2.56 1.29 
Boost Confidence 2.19 1.12 
Gain Social Approval 1.85 1.05 
Experiment with Sexuality 1.79 1.17 
Sexting 1.77 1.14 
Get Over Ex 1.71 1.20 
  
Table 3. Study 1 Participants' Reasons for Using Online Dating 
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How Previous Online Interactions Ended M (%) SD (%) Range (%) 
Ghosted by Other Person 28.3 25.0 0-100 
Both Ghosted 22.4 20.7 0-100 
Ghosted Person 17.5 17.1 0-90 
Mutual Expression of Disinterest 12.3 15.3 0-80 
Explicitly Rejected Person 9.8 12.8 0-70 
Explicitly Rejected by Other Person 9.4 13.7 0-100 
 
  
Table 4. How Previous Online Interactions Ended Among Study 1 Participants 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SE p LL UL 
…messaging on 
the ODP 
…text messaging 0.14 0.06 .483 -0.05 0.33 
…interacting on social 
media 
0.16 0.07 .373 -0.05 0.37 
…interacting through 
phone calls 0.17 0.08 .814 -0.08 0.43 
…videochatting 0.26 0.08 .014 0.03 0.50 
…an in-person date 
(not involving sex)* 0.35 0.08 <.001 0.11 0.58 
…an in-person date 
(involving sex)* 0.40 0.09 <.001 0.12 0.68 
…text messaging …messaging on the 
ODP -0.14 0.06 .483 -0.33 0.05 
…interacting on social 
media 0.02 0.06 1.000 -0.15 0.20 
…interacting through 
phone calls 0.04 0.07 1.000 -0.17 0.24 
…videochatting 0.13 0.07 1.000 -0.08 0.33 
…an in-person date 
(not involving sex) 0.21 0.07 .032 0.01 0.41 
…an in-person date 
(involving sex) 0.26 0.07 .010 0.04 0.49 
…interacting on 
social media 
…messaging on the 
ODP -0.16 0.07 .373 -0.37 0.05 
…text messaging -0.02 0.06 1.000 -0.20 0.15 
…interacting through 
phone calls 0.01 0.06 1.000 -0.18 0.21 
…videochatting 0.10 0.06 1.000 -0.09 0.30 
…an in-person date 
(not involving sex) 0.19 0.06 .058 -0.003 0.38 
…an in-person date 




…messaging on the 
ODP -0.17 0.08 .814 -0.43 0.08 
…text messaging -0.04 0.07 1.000 -0.24 0.17 
…interacting on social 
media -0.01 0.06 1.000 -0.21 0.18 
…videochatting 0.09 0.06 1.000 -0.11 0.29 
…an in-person date 
(not involving sex) 0.17 0.07 .278 -0.04 0.39 
…an in-person date 
(involving sex) 0.23 0.08 .055 -0.002 0.46 
Table 6. Differences in Anticipated Connection Success between Imagined 
Experiences of Being Ghosted After 
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…videochatting …messaging on the 
ODP -0.26 0.08 .014 -0.50 -0.03 
…text messaging -0.13 0.07 1.000 -0.33 0.08 
…interacting on social 
media 
-0.10 0.06 1.000 -0.30 0.09 
…interacting through 
phone calls -0.09 0.06 1.000 -0.29 0.11 
…an in-person date 
(not involving sex) 0.08 0.07 1.000 -0.13 0.29 
…an in-person date 
(involving sex) 




…messaging on the 
ODP* -0.35 0.08 <.001 -0.58 -0.11 
…text messaging -0.21 0.07 .032 -0.41 -0.01 
…interacting on social 
media -0.19 0.06 .058 -0.38 0.003 
…interacting through 
phone calls -0.17 0.07 .278 -0.39 0.04 
…videochatting -0.08 0.07 1.000 -0.29 0.13 
…an in-person date 




…messaging on the 
ODP* -0.40 0.09 <.001 -0.68 -0.12 
…text messaging -0.26 0.07 .010 -0.49 -0.04 
…interacting on social 
media -0.24 0.08 .053 -0.49 0.001 
…interacting through 
phone calls -0.23 0.08 .055 -0.46 0.002 
…videochatting -0.14 0.07 1.000 -0.36 0.08 
…an in-person date 
(not involving sex) -0.06 0.05 1.000 -0.22 0.11 
* p < .007 
 
Note: All statistically significant differences are shown in bold. 
 
  





SE p LL UL 
…messaging on the 
ODP 
…text messaging 0.44 0.13 .019 0.04 0.85 
…interacting on social 
media 0.43 0.12 .007 0.07 0.79 
…interacting 
through phone calls* 0.74 0.14 < .001 0.31 1.18 
…videochatting* 1.07 0.16 < .001 0.59 1.55 
…an in-person date 
(not involving sex)* 1.31 0.17 < .001 0.79 1.84 
…an in-person date 
(involving sex)* 1.59 0.21 < .001 0.95 2.23 
…text messaging …messaging on the 
ODP -0.44 0.13 .019 -0.85 -0.04 
…interacting on social 
media -0.01 0.12 1.000 -0.40 0.37 
…interacting through 
phone calls 0.30 0.11 .149 -0.04 0.64 
…videochatting* 0.63 0.14 .001 0.18 1.07 
…an in-person date 
(not involving sex)* 0.87 0.14 < .001 0.43 1.31 
…an in-person date 
(involving sex)* 1.15 0.18 < .001 0.58 1.72 
…interacting on 
social media 
…messaging on the 
ODP -0.43 0.12 .007 -0.79 -0.07 
…text messaging 0.01 0.12 1.000 -0.37 0.40 
…interacting through 
phone calls 0.31 0.12 .210 -0.06 0.68 
…videochatting* 0.64 0.12 < .001 0.26 1.02 
…an in-person date 
(not involving sex)* 0.88 0.14 < .001 0.45 1.32 
…an in-person date 
(involving sex)* 1.16 0.18 < .001 0.61 1.71 
…interacting 
through phone calls 
…messaging on the 
ODP* -0.74 0.14 < .001 -1.18 -0.31 
…text messaging -0.30 0.11 .149 -0.64 0.04 
…interacting on social 
media -0.31 0.12 .210 -0.68 0.06 
…videochatting 0.33 0.14 .512 -0.12 0.77 
…an in-person date 
(not involving sex)* 0.57 0.15 .005 0.10 1.03 
…an in-person date 
(involving sex)* 0.85 0.17 < .001 0.32 1.38 
Table 7. Differences in Changes in Partner Pursuit between Imagined Experiences 
of Being Ghosted After 
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…videochatting …messaging on the 
ODP* -1.07 0.16 < .001 -1.55 -0.59 
…text messaging* -0.63 0.14 .001 -1.07 -0.18 
…interacting on 
social media* -0.64 0.12 < .001 -1.02 -0.26 
…interacting through 
phone calls -0.33 0.14 .512 -0.77 0.12 
…an in-person date 
(not involving sex) 0.24 0.14 1.000 -0.18 0.67 
…an in-person date 
(involving sex) 0.52 0.18 .076 -0.02 1.07 
…an in-person date 
(not involving sex) 
…messaging on the 
ODP* -1.31 0.17 < .001 -1.84 -0.79 
…text messaging* -0.87 0.14 < .001 -1.31 -0.43 
…interacting on 
social media* -0.88 0.14 < .001 -1.32 -0.45 
…interacting 
through phone calls* -0.57 0.15 .005 -1.03 -0.10 
…videochatting -0.24 0.14 1.000 -0.67 0.18 
…an in-person date 
(involving sex) 0.28 0.15 1.000 -0.17 0.73 
…an in-person date 
(involving sex) 
…messaging on the 
ODP* -1.59 0.21 < .001 -2.23 -0.95 
…text messaging* -1.15 0.18 < .001 -1.72 -0.58 
…interacting on 
social media* -1.16 0.18 < .001 -1.71 -0.61 
…interacting 
through phone calls* -0.85 0.17 < .001 -1.38 -0.32 
…videochatting -0.52 0.18 .076 -1.07 0.02 
…an in-person date 
(not involving sex) -0.28 0.15 1.000 -0.73 0.17 
* p < .007 
 
Note: All statistically significant differences are shown in bold. 
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 Men  Women 
  M SD   M SD 
Average Anticipated Connection Success 2.50 0.79  2.63 0.72 
Average Changes in Partner Pursuit -1.42 1.44  -1.44 1.48 
 
  
Table 12. Mean and Standard Deviations for Average Anticipated 
Connection Success and Changes in Partner Pursuit by Gender in Study 1 
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ODP Name % Used 
Tinder 86.5% (n = 154) 
Bumble 29.2% (n = 52) 
Badoo 24.2% (n = 43) 
Hinge 13.5% (n = 24) 
Facebook Dating 11.8% (n = 21) 
OKCupid 11.2% (n = 20) 
Grindr 9.0% (n = 16) 
Plenty of Fish 6.7% (n = 12) 
Match 6.2% (n = 11) 
eHarmony 3.4% (n = 6) 
Happn 3.4% (n = 6) 
Coffee Meets Bagel 2.8% (n = 5) 
Lovoo 2.8% (n = 5) 
Her 2.2% (n = 4) 
Scruff 1.7% (n = 3) 
The League 1.7% (n = 3) 
Zoosk 1.7% (n = 3) 
Down 1.1% (n = 2) 
Jack'd 0.6% (n = 1) 
Skout 0.6% (n= 1) 
Other: Christian Mingle 0.6% (n = 1) 
Other: Dating.com 0.6% (n = 1) 
Other: DilMil 0.6% (n = 1) 
Other: Gadu Gadu 0.6% (n = 1) 
Other: Growlr 0.6% (n = 1) 
Other: IMVU 0.6% (n = 1) 
Other: International Cupid 0.6% (n = 1) 
Other: MEEFF 0.6% (n = 1) 
Other: Planet Romeo 0.6% (n = 1) 
Other: Tastebuds 0.6% (n = 1) 
Other: Yubp 0.6% (n = 1) 
  
Table 14. ODPs Used by Study 2 Participants 
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ODP Name % Used 
Tinder 82.1% (n = 133) 
Bumble 45.7% (n = 74) 
Plenty of Fish 36.4% (n = 59) 
OKCupid 29.6% (n = 48) 
Badoo 25.3% (n = 41) 
Hinge 22.2% (n = 36) 
Match 19.1% (n = 31) 
Facebook Dating 18.5% (n = 30) 
eHarmony 11.7% (n = 19) 
Grindr 10.5% (n = 17) 
Happn 9.3% (n = 15) 
Zoosk 9.3% (n = 15) 
Coffee Meets Bagel 4.9% (n = 8) 
Lovoo 3.1% (n = 5) 
Her 2.5% (n = 4) 
Scruff 2.5% (n = 4) 
Skout 2.5% (n = 4) 
Jack'd 0.6% (n = 1) 
Other: Wapa 1.2% (n = 2) 
Other: ace-book.net 0.6% (n = 1) 
Other: Butterfly 0.6% (n = 1) 
Other: FabGuys 0.6% (n = 1) 
Other: hi5 0.6% (n = 1) 
Other: Hornet 0.6% (n = 1) 
Other: Jswipe 0.6% (n = 1) 
Other: Oasis 0.6% (n = 1) 
Other: Recon 0.6% (n = 1) 
  
Table 33. ODPs Used by Study 3 Participants 
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Reason M SD 
Find Romantic Relationship 3.94 1.17 
Curiosity 3.36 1.16 
Find Sexual Relationship 3.35 1.33 
Boredom 3.24 1.27 
Feel Less Alone 3.22 1.27 
Flirt 3.05 1.13 
Entertainment 2.68 1.24 
Distraction 2.62 1.25 
Gain Social Skills 2.55 1.27 
Make Friends 2.54 1.24 
Find Casual Sex Partners 2.49 1.42 
Boost Confidence 2.27 1.28 
Gain Social Approval 1.79 1.02 
Experiment with Sexuality 1.76 1.12 
Sexting 1.57 0.96 
Get Over Ex 1.54 1.00 
 
Table 34. Study 3 Participants' Reasons for Using Online Dating 
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How Previous Online Interactions Ended M (%) SD (%) Range (%) 
Ghosted by Other Person 26.8 23.8 0-100 
Both Ghosted 20.0 20.6 0-100 
Ghosted Person 16.7 18.1 0-95 
Mutual Expression of Disinterest 14.4 17.8 0-100 
Explicitly Rejected Person 10.2 14.7 0-100 
Explicitly Rejected by Other Person 8.8 11.6 0-100 
 
Table 35. How Previous Online Interactions Ended Among Study 3 Participants 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































After being ghosted, perceptions of connection success are expected to have an 
indirect effect on pursuit of potential partners. Also, regulatory focus is expected to 
interact with being ghosted to affect perceptions of connection success.  
Figure 1. Moderated Mediation Model in Study 2. 
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Perceptions of connection success are expected to explain the different degrees of 
pursuit of potential partners after being ghosted. Participants relatively high in promotion 
focus are expected to have more positive perceptions of connection success than 
participants relatively low in promotion focus. More positive perceptions of connection 





Perceptions of connection success are expected to explain the different degrees of 
pursuit of potential partners after being ghosted. Participants relatively high in 
prevention focus are expected to have lower perceptions of connection success than 
participants relatively low in prevention focus. Less positive perceptions of connection 
success are expected to lead to less pursuit of potential partners.  
Figure 2a. Moderated Mediation Model with Promotion Focus as Moderator (Study 2). 
Figure 2b. Moderated Mediation Model with Prevention Focus as Moderator (Study 2). 
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1 = Ghosted after messaging on the online dating platform 
2 = Ghosted after text messaging 
3 = Ghosted after interacting on social media 
4 = Ghosted after chatting on the phone 
5 = Ghosted after videochatting 
6 = Ghosted after an in-person date (not involving sex) 
7 = Ghosted after an in-person date (involving sex) 
  
2.77































Figure 3. Average Anticipated Connection Success Following Imagining Being Ghosted 
Across Experiences in Study 1.  
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1 = Ghosted after messaging on the online dating platform 
2 = Ghosted after text messaging 
3 = Ghosted after interacting on social media 
4 = Ghosted after chatting on the phone 
5 = Ghosted after videochatting 
6 = Ghosted after an in-person date (not involving sex) 









































Figure 4. Average Changes in Partner Pursuit Following Imagining Being Ghosted 
Across Experiences in Study 1. 

























Easy to Envision Thinking of Own
Experience
Ghosting Condition Control Condition
** **
Figure 5. Manipulation Check Results in Study 2 




After being ghosted, anticipated connection success and importance of connection 
success are simultaneously expected to have indirect effects on pursuit of potential 
partners. Also, regulatory focus is expected to interact with being ghosted to affect 
anticipated connection success and importance of connection success.  
Figure 6. Revised Moderated Mediation Model in Study 2. 




































-1 SD Average +1 SD
Figure 7. Condition X Relationship Prevention Focus on Importance of Connection 
Success in Study 2 





Figure 8. Moderated Mediation Model with Regulatory Focus and Gender as 
Moderators (PROCESS Model 10) in Study 2.  
Test of main and interaction effects of regulatory focus and gender (as moderators) on 
the pathway from being ghosted to anticipated connection success and from being 
ghosted to importance of connection success. Also tests the main and interaction 
effects of regulatory focus and gender on the pathway from being ghosted to potential 
partner pursuit. 
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Figure 9. Moderated Mediation Model in Study 3. 
 
After being ghosted, anticipated connection success and importance of connection 
success are simultaneously expected to have indirect effects on pursuit of potential 
partners. Also, regulatory focus induction is expected to interact with being ghosted to 
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Promotion Focus Induction Prevention Focus Induction
Figure 11. Men’s and Women’s Desire to Pursue Potential Partners by Condition at 
Different Levels of Induction in Study 3. 
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